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PREFACE

This is Volume III of the final report of A Tracking Study

Regarding Issues Related to Recruitment of Enlisted Personnel for

the Reserve Components. It concentrates on the technical aspects

of the Tracking Study, documenting the methods and procedures

employed during various phases of its execution.

In Section One, a description is given of the sampling

approach and related methodology, the data collection process, the

data handling procedures, the calculation of completion rates, and

the design of the questionnaire.

Section Two contains the complete Data Tape Documentation for

the computer tape of edited raw data forwarded to DoD.
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1.0 SAMPLING APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

1.1 Overview

This section describes the target populations under investi-

gation, the generation of the sampling pools for each population

and the final sample selection procedures.

1.2 The Target Populations

Three major population groups were studied: Non-Prior

Service males, 17 1/2 to 26 years of age; Non-Prior Service

females, 17 1/2 to 26 years of age; and Prior Service individuals

not in the Selected Reserve, with time remaining under their

initial six-year obligation. The Prior Service group consisted of

males and females who had served in the Army, Air Force, and Navy,

and males who had served in the Marine Corps. "

The target populations in the present study were somewhat
modified in comparison to the baseline study conducted last year

(ARB, 1979 - 19801): college graduates were included in the

* Non-Prior service groups, and females were included in the Prior

Service group.

College graduates were included in the Non-Prior Service

groups this year in an attempt to gauge the propensity of this

market segment at a time when untapped market segments need to be 1
assessed; to provide data that could be compared to future investi-

gations of the college market; and to increase the comprehensive-

ness of the enlistment process model.

1) A Tracking Study Regarding Issues Related to Recruitment of

Enlisted Personnel for the Reserve Components. Conducted for
the Department of Defense (MDA903-78-C-0298) by Associates for
Research in Behavior, 1979 - 1980.

"" 1
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The inclusion of a sample of Prior Service women was based on

two factors: First, a substantial number of Guard/Reserve acces-

3 sions come from the Prior Service pool, a growing proportion of .

this pool will be female, and there now exists a cadre of female

Veterans of sufficient size from which to sample. Second, data

* "obtained from the Non-Prior Service females during the baseline

year indicated that women may be predisposed to enlist for reasons

different from those given by men.

1.3 Considerations Affecting Sampling Design

1.3.1 Non-Prior Service Groups

The Non-Prior Service (NPS) groups were treated as a single

I group with respect to sampling design, generation, and methods.

Associates generated a single sampling pool of target households

from which NPS males and females were selected. The presence of

an eligible NPS male or female in these households determined the

p sample for which the obtained data were used. Under no circum-

stances, however, were two interviews completed from the same

household.

Following this method, it was predicted that eligible females

uwould be encountered more frequently than males so a procedure was
introduced which favored the selection of males in those house-

holds with eligible respondents of both sexes.

1.3.2 Prior Service Group

The selection of the Prior Service (PS) group was a two-stage

. process. The Defense Manpower Data Center (DNIDC) sampled the

* total, eligible population and that sample was used as the popula-

-- tion from which Associates drew the final sample.

b S
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The PS sample DMDC provided to Associates and the final PS

sample Associates drew differed in composition from the samples

used during the baseline year. During the baseline year, the PS

sampling did not attempt to obtain a certain number of individuals

from each branch of service. As a result of sampling PS indivi-

duals proportionally to their service branches, the sample was

composed mostly of Army personnel. In this wave, the composition

of the PS sample was stratified to increase the utility of the

data to all branches of service.

Associates calculated the number of Army, Air Force, and Navy

males and females, and Marine Corps males that would be required

from DMDC to obtain the final, stratified PS sample. The quotas

were as follows:

Male Female

Branch Target Pool Target Pool

Army 450 5,625 .150 1,875

Air Force 450 5,625 150 1,875

Navy 450 5,625 150 1,875

Marines 200 2,500

Total 1,550 19,375 450 5,625

The small number of available PS Marine Corps females precluded

their incorporation into the PS group.

Associates provided DMDC with the general framework for

selecting the PS males and the framework for selecting the PS

females. For the selection of PS males, the framework was based

on the geographic dispersion of the Army Reserve; for the selec-

tion of PS females, the framework was based on the distribution of

females within their respective components. Further details on

the selection procedures are provided in Appendix A-1.

b S?
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As documented in the primary research study (ARB, 1977 -

19781), the Army Reserve was chosen as a geographical model for

the men because it has the broadest geographic dispersion of drill

units among the various Reserve components, and maintains complete

zip code information based on member's residence. The framework

for the PS females was not based on the geographic dispersion of

the Army Reserve because of the relatively small number PS females

available in each component.

A master sample of 25,103 names and addresses was drawn by

DMDC: 5,639 Army males, 5,630 Air Force males, 5,641 Navy males,

2,506 Marine Corps males, 1,885 Army females, 1,890 Air Force

females, and 1,912 Navy females; and received 25 October 1980.

1.4 Sampling Methods

1.4.1 Sampling Plan for Non-Prior Service Samples S

The telephone numbers supplied for the samples drawn from the

National Guard and Reserve components in the primary research

I study were used to develop the NPS samples for the present study

.. from a method of randomizing the last three digits of these tele- -

-.. phone numbers developed for the previous studies. The procedure -

is detailed in Appendix A-2..1 S

1) A Study of Issues Related to Accession and Retention of

Enlisted Personnel in the Reserve Components. Report prepared
for the Department of Defense (MOOO-27-73-A-0013) by Associates ]
for Research in Behavior, 1977 - 1978.

- °p
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1.4.2 Sampling Plan for Prior Service Sample 7
Each of the PS subgroups (Army males, etc.) was sampled -

separately.

The procedure used to draw each PS subsample from the names

supplied by DMDC is detailed in Appendix A-3.
--_4
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2.0 DATA COLLECTION

5 9

2.1 Overview

All data collected for the present study were obtained over

the telephone by experienced interviewers in a carefully

controlled environment.

2.2 Interviewing Location

All interviewing for this study was conducted by Valley Forge

Information Service (VFIS) at their controlled, centrally located

WATS facility in suburban Philadelphia. The operations center for

VFIS is located in the Burlington Industrial Complex in the Valley

Forge Corporate Center, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. VFIS has the

modern equipment and facilities needed to run an efficient inter- .""

viewing operation. The center of interviewing and field control

is the telephone room with sound-proof booths, monitoring equip-

ment and a control room. Adjacent to the telephone room are inter-

viewer training rooms and the sampling and editing departments.

The proximity of the Valley Forge Center to Associates' main

office made working closely together quite simple.

2.3 Supervisor and Interviewer Instruction Guides

Written instructions were developed for the field supervisors

and interviewers to facilitate accurate completion of the study

and to reduce observation and measurement error. Separate inter-

" viewer guides were developed for each sample set (NPS and PS).

The instructions were reviewed orally for field supervisors and

interviewers by Associates' personnel. They were also distri-

'" buted in written form for subsequent reference. Copies of the

Supervisor and Interviewer Instruction Guides are included in

Appendix A-4.

._-
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The Supervisor Instruction Guide covered the types of

samples, sample quotas, sampling procedures, sample replacements, 1
callback procedures, monitoring procedures, and production

schedule.

The Interviewer Instruction Guides included a brief explana-

tion of the study, a description of the sample, instructions for

using the call record packets and associated callback procedures,

item-by-item instructions for using the screener, general question-

naire instructions, and specific instructions for each question on

the questionnaire.

2.4 Interviewer Training

The majority of interviewers were trained in group sessions

at the beginning of the data collection period. An Associates'

staff member attended and participated in most of these sessions.

Copies of the Interviewer Instruction Guides, call record packets,

screeners, and questionnaires were distributed to each interviewer

during these sessions. The training sessions were usually three
hours in duration.

The sessions began with a general descrip,,,on of the study

* and the samples involved. The interviewers were told that all of

ft the necessary information was contained in the instruction guides

and they were encouraged to retain their copy until the completion

of the study. The guides were then reviewed orally.

The interviewers were then given detailed briefings on the

proper sampling procedures, the use of the call record packets,

screeners and questionnaires. Each specific question on the

screener and questionnaire was covered in depth. The purpose of

the question and how it was to be handled during the interviewing

process was explained. Questions from interviewers were

encouraged throughout the session. Each training session

* continued until each of the interviewers felt he or she under-

stood every question. 1
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Following the briefing, the interviewers rotated reading

through the questionnaire aloud until the questionnaire had been

read in total. This procedure enabled the interviewers to become

familiar with reading the questions as they would during a live

interview and also permitted Associates' personnel to observe the

reading ability of each interviewer assigned to the study.

After the questionnaire had been read aloud, the interviewers

were paired off to continue practicing administration the question-

naire. Beginning with the screener and continuing through the

questionnaire, each interviewer was the interviewer once and the

respondent once. This training procedure helped uncover inter-

viewer problems with the questionnaire. After questions about

wording, probing, inflection, and content were answered, this

segment of the session was over. Then the interviewers were

instructed on the proper handling of completed materials.

When actual interviewing began, the first interviews of each

interviewer were carefully monitored by the floor supervisor to

ensure that they were being conducted correctly. An Associates'

staff member also monitored initial interviews. Any help needed

by the interviewer was immediately given by the supervisor, who

also corrected deficient interviewing techniques as they became

apparent.

2.5 Interviewer Monitoring

Periodic monitorings were made of each interviewer's work by

the VFIS floor supervisors. Associates also carried out inter-

viewer monitoring in addition to the monitoring procedures

employed by the interviewing service.

The system Associates used was basically a three-stage

process: 1) the monitor listened in on on-going interviews and

assessed the quality of the interviewer's work on forms developed

for this purpose (these forms appear in Appendix A-5); the monitor

communicated any needed changes in performance to the VFIS super-

* .•I
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visory staff who, in turn discussed the matter with the individual

interviewer; and 3) later, the monitor reviewed the work of

p interviowers who had demonstrated problems to ensure that they had

improved their interviewing techniques. Interviewers who made

repeated serious errors were terminated from the study.

2.6 Respondent Tracking Procedures

2.6.1 Availability of Prior Service Respondents

DMDC provided the names used for the Prior Service sample and

their last known addresses. Since the addresses were often out of

date, it was difficult to obtain telephone numbers for many target

respondents. Therefore, almost all of the names and addresses

supplied by DMDC had to be used to obtain the PS sample. -

Table 2-1 shows the percentage of names and addresses in each

PS subsample which were unusable due to the inability to locate a

matching telephone number. As indicated in Table 2-1, the

* addresses given for the Air Force males were least often out of

date and those supplied for the Army females were most often out

of date. Overall, 45.5 percent of the names and addresses could

not be matched with a telephone number.

There is obviously a sex effect here. Whereas about 41 per-

cent of the PS male addresses were out of date, over 60 percent of

the PS female addresses were unusable. This effect is probably

due to the females getting married, changing surnames, and

relocating.

The availability of PS respondent introduced other biases

into the final sample, also. Analyses were performed comparing

selected demographic characteristics of the obtained sample to the

larger sample supplied by DMDC. The analyses indicated that the

obtained sample was significantly different from the DMDC sample,

particularly on those characteristics related to stability. For

example, the obtained sample tended to have individuals who were

older, better educated, and of higher rank. The differences

between the obtained sample and the DMDC sample constrain the

projectability of the study data.

9
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TABLE 2-1. PERCENTAGE OF PRIOR SERVICE NAMES AND ADDRESSES THAT
WERE UNUSABLE IN EACH SUBSAMPLE

PERCENT UNUSABLE

PRIOR SERVICE GROUP NAMES AND ADDRESSES

Males 41.1

Army males 44.8

Air Force males 36.8 0

Navy males 38.7

Marine Corps males 47.8

Females 60.7 0

Army females 63.1

Air Force females 58.8

* Navy females 60.2

Total 45.5

* .1



2.6.2 Tracking Technique

Information operators were called to obtain telephone numbers

matching names and addresses. If a telephone number was obtained,

it was dialed. However, it was not uncommon for an interviewer to

have to call more than one telephone number. If the target

respondent was no longer at the obtained number, the cooperation

of the current residents was enlisted to provide a new telephone

number at which the target respondent could be reached. The new

* number was dialed if it was located within the same area code,

thereby maintaining the geographical structure of the sample.1

2.7 Callback Procedures

The survey design required that an original call and three

callbacks be made to each telephone number. In actual practice,

as many as six calls were often made in an attempt to reach the

desired respondent. Whenever possible, interviewers attempted to

determine the-best time to find the respondent at home and to make

K the callbacks then.

2.7.1 Original Callback Procedures

1.1 Certain callback procedures were employed to maximize the

probability of contacting the target respondent in those cases

where the best time to make the callback could not be determined:

Callbacks were made on different days of the week and at different

times from the original call.

For example, if a respondent could not be reached on Tuesday

* evening at 6:00, the next call was made on Wednesday at a later

time -- 7 PM, 8 PM or 9 PM. If the respondent was still not

reached, the next callback was made on the weekend when the likeli-

hood of finding him/her at home might be greater.
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2.7.2 Modified Callback Procedures

* Although the original callback procedures maximize the proba--.

bility of contacting the desired respondent, they also serve to

protract the data collection period. At first, production

proceeds rapidly as there is an abundance of sample, or telephone
numbers, to be called. Later, as quotas begin to be filled, there
are many fewer telephone numbers that can be dialed. Production

tails off as all the numbers have been called at least once, and

the interviewers must wait to call back on different days and at

different times from the original call.

As the production curve began tailing off in the present

study, modified callback procedures were progressively implemented

to facilitate timely completion of data collection: First, call-

backs were permitted after four hours on weeknights and once per

shift on weekends. Therefore, two dialings to a target number

could be made each day, thus allowing a number to be exhausted in

two days rather than in three to seven days. Second, callbacks

were permitted after three hours and busy numbers could be called

after one-half hour. Thus, a number could be exhausted in

slightly less than two days. Finally, three telephone numbers

were made available for use simultaneously. During this final

procedure, three telephone numbers could be exhausted in slightly

less than two days.

The effect of the modified callback procedures is documented

in Section 5.0, Completion Rates.

2.8 Call Records

Specially designed call record packets were used to keep

track of the outcome of each call attempted. Each call record

packet had a unique identification number.

For the NPS sample, each 13 page packet contained the 50

telephone numbers which comprised the particular block. For the

bPS sample, the same format was employed but the 4 to 8 names and

addresses comprising each block were printed on 1 to 2 page
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packets. Above each name and address in the Prior Service call

record packets were codes indicating subsample membership and - -

state of residence. A sample page from a Non-Prior Service packet

and a sample page from a Prior Service packet are shown in

Appendix A-6.

In addition to identifying the interviewer and the date and

time of the call, records were kept to show the outcome of each

attempted call. The codes used for the Non-Prior Service and

Prior Service call records are given in Appendix A-7.

A detailed analysis of all the calls made is presented in -

Section 5.0, Completion Rates.

2.9 Completed Field Forms

Three types of materials were turned in by the interviewers:

1. Questionnaires with attached screeners and call record

packets for completed interviews or interviews that were

incemplete because the respondent refused to continue.
S

2. Screeners and call records for those men and women who

did not qualify for the interview or who terminated

before getting into the main questionniare.

3. Call records for no listings, non-working or discon- S

nected numbers, etc. or where there was no eligible

person in the household.

2.10 Questionnaire Editing at Interviewing Site

All questionnaires were given a thorough field editing by the

VFIS editing staff to determine the appropriateness of the respon-

dent who had been interviewed, the completeness of the question- _

naire, and the clarity and consistency of the respondent's

answers. Where necessary, respondents were called back to obtain

missing information or to clarify inconsistent or unclear answers.

• " ' , _f 1 . '/
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3.0 DATA HANDLING

3.1 Overview

In a study of this magnitude, proper data handling is

required to facilitate prompt and accurate completion of the field
work and to enable timely initiation of subsequent data analysis. ,

Data handling includes careful sample control, questionnaire

editing, coding of necessary questionnaire items, keypunching and

v-rification of data.

3.2 Sample Control and Monitoring

Rigid controls were employed to monitor the execution of the

survey samples. Each of the three major samples and the seven

subsamples within the PS sample were controlled separately. A

total of 111,480 dialings were made in the attempt to contact

52,910 househQlds. Each of the 111,480 dialings were checked to

U ensure that they were made in conformance with the sample design. 0

The major part of the sample control system is built into the

design of the call record packets. Since each packet contains the

initial target person or phone number, as well as the appropriate

backups, it is necessary only to complete one interview per

packet. Each packet is given a unique identification number for

sampling control.

The sampling department provided the field staff with the

exact number of packets needed to reach the appropriate quotas for

each sample and subsample. The packet identification numbers

allowed the field staff to monitor the number of completed inter-

views in each sample and to ensure that an interview was completed

from each packet. As each interview was coapleted from a particu-

lar packet, the packet number was checked off on the master list

for the appropriate sample or subsample. Call record packets that

were exhausted before yielding a completed interview were noted on

the master list and then returned to the sampling department. S

Replacement packets were supplied on a one-to-one basis.

-0
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All materials returned by the field were subjected to a

two-stage checking procedure. First, thle questionnaire or

r screener was checked to be sure it had the proper number assigned

to it. Second, the record of all phone numbers attempted within a

block were checked to ensure that they were called in the

* prescribed order and that there were no deviations from the

- sampling plan. The results of the second stage of this checking .

procedure are documented in Section 3.3, Deviations from Sampling

Plan.

Three master quota forms were designed: 1) to record thle

number of call record packets sent to the field each day, 2) to 0

record the number of interviews completed each day, and 3) to log

in the number of completed questionnaires shipped back to sampling

control. The last two records were cross-checked daily with the

field department to ensure that field records and sampling control 0

records showed the same number of completed or incompleted inter-

views.

3.3 Deviations from Sampling and Procedural Plans

As noted above, each of the dialings were checked to ensure

that the integrity of the sampling plan was not violated. Subse-

p quent analysis demonstrated that the sampling plan was executed

properly. Analyses were conducted to determine the number of call !j
record packets containing sampling and procedural errors and the

types and numbers of errors committed.

3.3.1 Sampling and Procedural Errors in Call Record Packets

Table 3-1 shows the number of NPS and PS call record packets

containing sampling and/or procedural errors. Almost two-thirds -

of the PS packets and more than one-third of the NPS packets did

not contain any errors. Collapsing across samples, more than half

of the 5,972 call record packets were error-free; 41 percent

*contained six or less errors.
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TABLE 3-1. NUMBER OF NON-PRIOR SERVICE AND PRIOR SERVICE CALL RECORD
PACKETS CONTAINING ERRORSa

N ,BER OF ERRORS NON-PRIOR SERVICE PRIOR SERVICEC. ALL SAMPLES-"
IN PACKET N % N % N %

0 1096 39.5 2060 64.4 3156 52.8
1 504 18.2 811 25.4 1315 22.0
2 283 10.2 241 7.5 524 8.8
3 205 7.4 58 1.8 263 4.4
4 135 4.9 19 0.6 154 2.6
5 89 3.2 9 0.3 98 1.6
6 91 3.3 1 0.0 92 1.5
7 - 15 344 12.4 - - 344 5.8
16 or more 26 0.9 - - 26 0.4

,S

f -

a) Analysis includes both exhausted packets and packets producing an interview.

b) BASE = 2773

c) BASE = 3199

d) BASE = 5972

o

. -....
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3.3.2 Types and Number of Errors]

Since 47 percent of the total number of packets contained atA

least one sampling or procedural error, an analysis was conducted

to determine the types and number of errors that were committed.

There are two distinct factors related to the sampling plan:ii

the design of the sampling plan and the execution of the sampling __

* plan. The first factor, the design of the sampling plan, is not

under investigation. In fact, it was well-conceived: it produced

a sample in which the respondents were, in fact, located near Army L
Reserve Training Centers, provided the framework for maximizing

the probability of interviewing target respondents, and allowed

for the proper replacement of target respondents who could not or

would not be interviewed.
The focus of this analysis, then, is on the execution of the

sampling plan: the types of number of errors that were made, and

the severity of the errors.

Three basic types of errors were committed: 1) calling the

next name or ftumber before exhausting tvie previous name or number; .

2) failing to call back at a time prearranged with the target

respondent; and 3) violating the callback rules related to varying

arranged appointment could not be obtained. The number of each of

the above type of errors that were committed are shown in

Table 3-2.

The last two types of errors cited above are proceduralI

errors. Both are related to maximizing the probability of inter-

viewing the target respondent within the required four dialings.

These errors were made on 7.56 percent of all dialings. While

these were the most frequently committed errors, they are not

damaging to the sampling plan itself. Although interviewers may

not have waited a full 24 hours before redialing, etc., in their

attempt to interview the respondent, many of these dialings

resulted in a completed interview with the target respondent.

* Moreover, on many occassions interviewers made more than the

required four dialings to a particular household.

*_
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TABLE 3-2. TYPE AND NUMBER OF ERRORS CX,1ITT'ED IN OBTAINING
NON-PRIOR SERVICE AND PRIOR SERVICE SAMPLESa "-"

NON-PRIOR SERVICE PRIOR SERVICE ALL SAMPLES
TYPE OF ERROR N _b N %c N %a

Called next number
before exhausting

- previous nunber 199 0.21 34 0.19 233 0.21

Failure to call back
at an appointed time 52 0.06 201 1.12 253 0.23

Violated day and/or
time of callback rule 6815 7.29 1358 7.55 8173 7.33

*. -

Total errors 7066 7.56 1593 8.86 8659 7.77

* S

a) Analysis includes exhausted packets and packets producing an interview.
b) BASE = 93,500 .c) BASE = 17,980 .
d) BASE = 111,480

-S

"9
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However, in the event that a target respondent could not be

"*'. reached or would not be interviewed, it was necessary to replace -

him or her. The process of choosing a replacement is critical to

the sampling plan: it is necessary to proceed to the next tele- .0

phone number only after the previous number has been exhausted

. (i.e., attempted four times without yielding an interview).

Proceeding on to the next number prematurely or skipping past the -

next number after exhausting a number is a sampling error. Both

represent violations of the sampling plan. These errors occurred
so infrequently that they were treated as a single category and

still only accounted for 0.2 percent of all dialings.

In summary, over half of the call record packets did not 0

contain any sampling errors and in those packets containing

errors, the types of errors committed did not seriously affect the

sampling plan.

3.4 Questionnaire Editing

Each questionnaire was first edited from a tabulation stand-

point, ensuring that all questions which were supposed to have 0

been answered were, that questions which should not have been

answered were not, and that all answers were clear and consistent.

Very few problems were discovered during the tabulation editing

and most of the few that were found could be resolved by the 0

editors. In a small number of cases, questionnaires had to be

sent back to the field for clarification or to obtain missing

information.

3.5 Questionnaire Coding

Almost all of the questions on the questionnaire were closed-

ended questions that did not require coding. Even the few ques- 0

tions which were not entirely closed-ended contained pre-coded

response alternatives in addition to the open-ended alternative.

Open-ended response alternatives were only used if 1) the response

* j
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alternative was not available, or 2) if there was some doubt on

the interviewer's part as to how the response should be recorded.

Codes for the open-ended response alternatives, such as the

one found for college major, were developed by the Coding Super- 0

visor using a sample of approximately 400 questionnaires.

Additional codes were added, as necessary, as more questionnaires

were returned from the field.

3.6 Keypunching

The questionnaires required five cards per respondent. Thus,

a total of 22,150 cards was keypunched and 100 percent of them

were key verified to detect any keypunching errors.

3.7 Consistency Checks

A series of consistency checks was developed separately for

the data from each questionnaire. Two types of checks were used.

The first type was designed to identify coding or keypunching

* errors and the second to identify illogical answers given by the

respondent, e.g., a person who is not currently employed citing

S-the number of hours per week he/she regularly works.

The verified card decks for each sample and subsample were

computer analyzed using the consistency check programs. The

output was a list of cards with consistency check errors, identi-

fying the check which the card had failed. Corrections were made

in the small number of cards with errors by referring to the origi-

nal questionnaire. No corrections were made automatically or

mechanically when consistency check errors were discovered.

After all the cards were corrected, the set of consistency

checks was re-run to ascertain that no errors were uncovered as a

result of the corrections made. 0

* 0i

SO
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4.0 COMPLETION RATES

4.1 Overview

Completion rates were calculated for the NPS and PS samples

and PS subsamples separately. The two NPS samples were considered

U together for these analyses due to their simultaneous selection

from the same sampling pool. Overall completion rates were calcu-

lated for each sample and subsample as well as for the portion of

each sample and subsample obtained during the original callback

procedure.

4.2 Formula Used in Calculation of Completion Rates

Completion rates were calculated using the following formula:

CR = U
U+V+W+Y- Z - z

___ xW xY

where,

U = number of completed interviews

V = refusal by qualified respondents

W = no answer, busy, not at home

Y = refusal before determination

Z = not eligible, no qualified respondent in household

This formula uses the number of completed interviews as the

numerator of the fraction. The denominator is the sum of 1) com-

pleted interviews, 2) refusals by eligible respondents, 3) no p
answers, busies, not at homes, and 4) refusals before determina-

tion of eligibility, less the portion of 3) and 4) that were

estimated to be ineligible for inclusion in the study.

I. .

. .. .
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The estimator for determining the number of ineligible respon-

dents among the no answers, busies, not at homes and pre-

eligibility determination refusals is obtained by dividing the

number of ineligible respondents by the sum of the responden':s

whose eligibility is known -- completed interviews, refusals by

qualified respondents and the ineligible respondents. The appro-

priate portion of these non-reached groups was subtracted from the

denominator in the completion rate formula. .

This is a conservative formula for computing completion rate

because a large portion of the numbers to which the above estima-

tor was applied were no answers after repeated calls. In fact,

many of these are non-working or disconnected numbers 
which did

not have an automatic recording attached to them advising the

caller of the status of that number. In addition, some of these

no answers were doubtless business phones which were not answered

during the evening hours and weekends when the interviewing was

done.

4.3 Data Used in Calculation of Completion Rates

Overall completion rates were calculated for the NPS samples,

PS sample, and PS subsamples as well as for the portion of each

sample and subsample obtained during the original callback proce-

dure. (See Section 2.7 for a discussion of original versus

modified callback procedures.)

The data used for calculating the overall completion rates

and completion rates during the original callback procedure for

the NPS samples and PS sample appear in Appendix A-8. The data

used are detailed analyses of the final results of the calls

attempted during both the original and modified procedures for

each sample and subsample, and detailed analyses of the final

results of the calls attempted during only the original 
callback

procedure for each sample and subsample.

• _S
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4.4 Obtained Completion Rates

* The obtained completion rates appear in Table 4-1. The

completion rates for each sample and subsample during the original

callback procedure are tabled along with the percentage of each

sample and subsample obtained during the original procedure.

Almost 80 percent of the total number of questionnaires were .0

administered during the original procedure, and completion rates

ranged from .63 for the NPS samples to .76 for the Air Force

female subsample. The overall completion rates, those based on -..

data collected during both the original and modified callback

procedures, ranged from .61 for the NPS samples to .74 for the Air

Force male subsample.

However, 72 percent of the NPS individuals who were screened

and found eligible for inclusion in the study were interviewed;

82 percent of the PS individuals who were screened and found

eligible for inclusion in the study were interviewed.

'U "

U 0

S
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TABLE 4-1. SAMPLE AND SUBSAIMPLE COIPLETION RATES, CALOLATED OVERALL
AND FOR ORIGINAL CALLBACK PROCEDURE -

OMPLETION RATE PERCENTAGE OF
DURING ORIGINAL SAMPLE OBTAINED DURING OVERALL

SAMPLE PROCEDURE ORIGINAL PROCEDURE OMPLETION RATE

Prior Service .74 75 .71

Army males .75 82 .71 -

Air Force males .75 82 .74

Navy males .73 74 .70

Marine Corps males .71 71 .69 0

Army females .73 62 .72

Air Force females .76 59 .73

Navy females .69 66 .67

Non-Prior Service .63 84 .61

S 0.
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5.0 QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

5.1 Overview

This section briefly describes the essential tools used for

collecting the data in this study: the screeners and question-

naires. Examples of the NPS and PS screeners and questionnaires

appear in Appendix B of this volume.

5.2 Screeners

The screeners were used for establishing the eligibility of a

respondent to participate in the study. Demographic data used to

determine eligibility were also included in the study data.

Two basic screener versions were used in the present study,

one for the NPS samples and one for the PS sample.

5.2.1 Screener for Non-Prior Service Samples

The NPS screener was used to determine the eligibility of a

respondent to participate in the study. It was also needed to

guide the interviewer's selection of a respondent in households

with more than one eligible individual to obtain samples balanced

for age and sex. In using the screener, the interviewer deter-

mined the number, ages, and sex of all eligible respondents in a

household as well as the age, sex, and educational level of the

selected respondent.

Two systematic selection procedures were incorporated into

the screeners: one for selecting a respondent of the proper sex,

and one for selecting a respondent of the proper age level. A

male was selected more often in a household containing eligible

members of each sex than an eligible female, since the population

of eligible females is greater than that of eligible males. A

-S
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detailed algorithm was also developed to guide the selection by

age among eligible respondents of each sex to yield an even distri-

bution of the different age levels in the sample.

IAfter a respondent was selected, additional screener ques-
tions were used to eliminate those respondents who are Veterans,

* are currently in the Active services or Reserve components, or are

awaiting basic training. Another algorithm was used to replace -

such respondents in the contacted household, if more than one

eligible respondent was available.

5.2.2 Screener for Prior Service Sample

The Prior Service screener verified the eligibility of the

respondent designated on the basis of the DMDC tape by asking

questions regarding:

* Current military status

* Time in military service

* Mont~h and year entered military service

1 . Month and year released from military service

Additional information collected on the screeners included

age, sex, educational level, and the branch of the military in

IJ which the individual served.

5.3 Questionnaire Versions

The present study required two basic versions of the question-

* naire, one version for the NPS samples and one version for the PS

sample. ~

The PS version differed from the NPS version largely in the

inclusion of certain service-related questions; the omission of 9

some questions which were inappropriate for PS individuals; and

* the inclusion of less advertising and social influencer ques-

tions. These differences are discussed in detail in Section 5.6,

Questionnaire Structure and Content.
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* 5.4 Comparability of Questions

With the exception of those items just noted above, the ques-

tionnaires for the NPS samples and PS sample covered the same

topics. Identical wording was used in both versions.

5.5 Questionnaire Length

The questionnaires went through two major drafts in the

- - design process: a modification of the questionnaires used in the

sharpening of the wording, and a lessening in the emphasis of some

content areas to meet the interview length constraints. Interview

length was limited to one-half hour.

Throughout the questionnaire design phase of the project,

Associates met with and was in telephone contact with DoD person-

nel for guidance and approval of the changes and shifts in

emphasis.

5.6 Questionnaire Structure and Content

The final versions of the questionnaire were developed on the

basis of the baseline research (ARB, 1978 - 1979), analysis of the

focus group results, and current recruitment concerns. A number

of scales were carried over from the 1978 - 1979 research and

enhanced by addition of related questions in order to increase the

reliability of measurement. Additional questions were developed

to focus on issues highlighted during the focus group sessions.

The various sections of the NPS questionnaire included items

on:

Enlistment propensity, including propensity to enlist in

each National Guard and Reserve component and in the

Active Military; health problems which might prevent
enlistment; behavioral intentions related to enlist-
ment; and propensity to enlist under a reduced commit-

ment and varying levels of cash bonuses and educational
benefits.
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* Demographic factors, including educational history;

family history; and personal history. .

* Employment factors, including employment history;

company policy toward Guard/Reserve participation;

supervisor attitudes toward Guard/Reserve participa-

tion; and the relationship between Guard/Reserve

service and civilian jobs.

* Social factors, including contacts with career military

personnel; the influence of peers; sources of social

support for enlistment; and perceived social support

for enlistment.

* Knowledge and Advertising Awareness, including knowledge

of length of enlistment and length of basic training;

perceived similarity between military components; and 0

ad recall, recall of ad content, and recall of military

service sponsoring ad.

Political Considerationis, including perceived degree (.f

military danger to the U.S.; feelings toward Draft

Registration under varying conditions; perceived

response to draft calls; and feelings toward a National

Service Requirement.

Psychographics and Attitudes, including amount of free

time; preferred spare time activities; military-related

attitudes; attitudes toward women in the military; atti-

tudes toward feminism; and other attitudes related to

the need to be with others and feelings of control/

stability.
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Situational Considerations and Achievability of Life

Goals, including the likelihood and evaluation of

r certain situations occurring in the Guard/Reserve; and

the importance and achievability of various life goals. 0

The various sections of the I'S questionnaire included items

on the above factors except that some questions were omitted and

some content areas were diminished in emphasis. In addition to

the factors described above, the PS questionnaire contained items

on:

IMilitary History, including branch of service, highest .

grade attained; and month and year entered and released

from service.

a Attitudes toward Military Service, including satisfac-

tion with MOS, Specialty, or AFSC; perceptions of impor-

tance of promotion on reenlistment; feelings toward the

treatment of women in the service; and perceptions of

m the utility of the military experience in civilian

life.

Contact with Guard/Reserve, including discussions with

career counselors, receipt of recruiting literature;

and behavior related to seeking out local Guard/Reserve "

unit.

The question sequence was structured so that the simplest

factual information was asked first, with the more difficult or

sensitive information coming later in the intervievw. Care was

also taken with the placement of questions in the interview so

that answers to a particular question did not bias answers to

subsequent questions (e.g., the initial propensity measure was S

positioned prior to any other military-related questions).

S

.S
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Every effort was made to keep the questions as brief as

possible to facilitate respondent cooperation and interest.

Simple conversational language was used, to aid in respondent

comprehension.

Finally, special attention was given to placing interviewer

guides on the questionnaire. All the immediate information the

interviewer needed to conduct the interview was contained on the

questionnaire itself. After the initial training, then, the

interviewer did not have to refer to another document, which would -

have interfered with the question flow and may have reduced

respondent cooperation.

5.7 Questionnaire Pretests

Each version of the questionnaire was subjected to a two-

stage in-house pretesting procedure. First, personal interviews

were conducted to determine respondent comprehension of the

questions. Second, telephone interviews were conducted to

determine how-well the questionnaire flowed on the telephone, and

to assess the length of time required to administer the interview.

5.8 Analysis of Incomplete Questionnaires

A number of factors may cause a respondent to terminate a

telephone interview, among which is the design and content of tile

questionnaire. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the termination

point for incompleted interviews was performed. The data are

shown in Appendix A-9.

Overall, the proportion of incompleted interviews to

attempted interviews was reduced to .085 this year compared to

.095 last year, a 10.3 percent reduction. Since an attempt was

made this year to reduce the number of terminators by diminishing -

the length of certain lists of statements which were to be rated,

an analysis was conducted to determine the percentage of

terminators at these points in the questionnaire.

.S.

.e 0,.: : : ;. I . . i • . . . . , ~ /
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The results of the point of termination analysis indicate

that less than half of the terminations occurred during a question

requiring a list of statements to be rated. Compared to the .

percentage of respondents terminating at these points in the

baseline study, these results represent an 11 percent and 33

percent decrease for the NPS samples and PS samples, respectively.

pThe reduction of the length of these statement lists clearly had a 9

substantial impact on the number of terminators.
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APPENDIX A-I

FURTHER DETAILS ON SAMPLING PROCEDURE FOR PRIOR SERVICE GROUP )

0

SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Using the Prior Service Military Available file created by DMDC, the
following restrictions were applied and the sample population was
defined:

-- Date of separation was between Oct 1976 and March 1979.

-- Active Duty Base date was greater than June 1973.

-- Name, State and Zip Code was present,

-- Mental category was 3 or above for males only.

-- RE code was 1.

-- ISC code was between 01 and 08. 0

A selection was then made by sex and service with the following
populations available for sampling.

ARMY MALE 77684

NAVY MALE 27676
AIR FORCE MALE 23637
MARINE CORPS MALE 19758
ARMY FEMALE 8568
NAVY FEMALE 2447
AIR FORCE FEMALE 2237

S
The sample for males was drawn based on the distribution of the
USAR Ready Reserve Force Strength CONUS - Feb, 1977. The sample
for the females was drawn based on the actual distribution of
the sample population.

From DMDC communication received 25 October 1979.

aQ
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APPENDIX A-2

The procedure used for generating the NPS samples was as follows:

r1. Approximately 2,000 paired sets of telephone numbers were

randomly generated in the primary research study (see

ARB, 1977 - 1978, Section 1.3.2).

2. These telephone numbers were retrieved and set up on

cornputei file. Then the first set out of every four was

systematically deleted to produce 1,500 sets (see ARB,

1978 - 1979, Section 1.4.1).

3. These 1,500 sets, or 3,000 telephone numbers, were

retrieved for the present study and set up on computer

file.

4. Each of the 3,000 telephone numbers was then increased by

200. For example, ttlephone number 555-555-5555 became

555-555-5755.

5. Next, the last two digits of each telephone number were

* deleted yielding an eight-digit stem.

6. One permutation of ten digits and one permutation of five

digits were then generated. The set of ten digits were

then paired with the set of five digits to create 50

two-digit numbers. An example of this process is given

in Table A-2.1.

7. The set of 50 two-digit numbers were then arrayed in

random fashion; the array appears in Table A-2.2. -

8. The 50 pairs were then affixed to the first eight-digit

stem to create 50 new telephone numbers. These first 50

telephone numbers constituted the first sampling block.
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TABLE A-2.1. EXAMPLE OF RANDOM PROCEDURE FOR GENERATING DOUBLE

'DIGIT SUFFIXES

Set of Five Random Digits Set of Ten Random Digits
pJ

7 7
4 5
9 9
2 2
0 8

4
1 0
6

3 00

I,
'wo Sets of Digits Combined to Form Fifty Two-Digit Sets 0

77 47 97 27 07
75 45 95 25 05
79 49 99 29 09
72 42 92 22 02
78 48 9s 26 08
74 44 94 24 04
71 41 91 21 01
76 46 96 26 06
70 40 90 20 00
73 43 93 23 03

01

S

..
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TABLE A-2.2. THE SET OF RANDOMLY GENERATED SUFFIXES

IE. 48
27
77
49
03

W 06
96
25
07
91
41
050
94
42
46
99
01

fT 22
47
26
95
44
92

U 71
78
02
73
43
28

I) 20
08
93
75
45
79

7 40 _

74
76
21
04
29
98
24
72
97
00
90
09
70
23
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49. The set of 50 two-digit numbers were then affixed to the

second eight-digit stem to produce the second block of

50 telephone numbers.

10. This procedure was followed until 3,000 blocks of 50

telephone numbers were generated. Each of the 150,000

numbers was a unique number.

11. The 50 telephone numbers in each block represented the

a target number plus 49 backups. In the baseline study, a
sampling block consisted of 100 telephone numbers: one

target number plus 99 backups. However, an analysis of

the dialing outcomes indicated that dialing attempts did

not proceed past the fiftieth number in 88.5 percent of

the blocks. Therefore, smaller, more efficient sampling

blocks (blocks of 50 numbers) were constructed for the

present study.

*12. The quota for the NPS samples was 2,500 interviews

(1,500 NPS males, 1,000 NPS females). The first 2,500

generated blocks, then, represented both NPS samples.

However, since it was expected that approximately 11.5

C ~ percent of the blocks might be exhausted prior to

yielding an interview, the additional 500 blocks were

generated to serve as replacement blocks.

13. To complete the two NPS samples, one interview had to be

completed within each of the first 2,500 blocks. Thus,

interviewing started with the first, or target number in

each block and proceeded sequentially until a completed

interview was obtained. The first block to contain a

large proportion of unusable numbers (e.g. business

* - numbers and dead numbers) was replaced with the 2,50lth

block. The second block exhausted before yielding a

completed interview was replaced with the 2502th block.

This procedure was followed for replacement of all
exhausted sampling hlocks.
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14. Close to what was anticipated, about 14.9 percent of the

original blocks needed replacement. However, about 23

Fpercent of the replacement blocks needed further replace- 0

ment. This increase in exhausted blocks is probably a

function of the modified callback procedures implemented

toward the end of the data collection period (see text).

K 0
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The procedure used to draw each PS subsample from the names

supplied by DNIDC was as follows:

1. The names were sorted by state.

2. Within state, the names were arranged by zip code in

ascending order.

3. Every nth name was selected within each particular state

in order to maintain the relative contribution of each

state to the total sample. Every nth name was desig-

nated as a potential target respondent.

4. Backup names were selected at the same time as the

potential target names. Between three and seven names

were chosen as backups for each potential target

person.1 ) The names situated after each nth name were

used as backups for that particular nth name, thus main-

tamning the state and zip code structure of the design.

5. Every potential target name plus its associated backups

constituted a single sampling block.

'U6. The total number of sampling blocks constructed was

three times the final quota needed.

7. The final sample (N = 2,000) was drawn by selecting

every third sampling block.

S. The remaining sampling blocks were designated as replace-

ment blocks. Since the replacement blocks also main-

tained the relative contribution of each state to the

total sample, it was usually possible to replace an -0

exhausted block with one from the same state, initially.

1The availability of backup names varied as a function of the

original number of subjects in each state.
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9. To complete the PS sample, one interview had to be

completed within each of the 2,000 target sampling

blocks. Thus, interviewing started with the first, or

target, name in each block and proceeded sequentially

until a completed interview was obtained. Those target

sampling blocks which were exhausted prior to yielding a

completed interview were replaced with a replacement

block from the same state, initially.

10. All of the replacement blocks were used. After the

replacement blocks were exhausted, usable names (i.e.,

those with telephone numbers which were never tried)

from same-state blocks that contained completed inter-

views were combined to form new blocks. If it was not

possible to form new blocks with names from the same

state, names from contiguous states were used.
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A-4.1 
A.ssciates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 Job #8894

THE ENLI SI.ET S=tTDY
r The Enlistment Study is attempting to determine the attit,,des NPS and Veteran men

and women have towrd the National Guard and Reserves pFc ell as other related factors.
It is a tracking study- that is, it is done each year to see how peoples' attitudes
change over time. This is the third year in a row that Associates and Valley ForgeInformation Services are working together under the general auspices of the Departrent
of Defense. We hope that this year's effort will be even more successful than the
previous year.

The Enlistment Study will run from October through December. It is collecting data
fron 4500 respondents. The respondents are grouped into two general samples:

2.50 - NPS respondents. NPS, or Non-Prior Service, mans that these respondents
have never been in military service. The WHITE questionnaire will be
used for the TS sample.
The NPS sample will consist of 1,500 males and 1,000 females. The
same questionnaire is used for both sexes. Each screener indicates
which sex to ask for in a particular household. There are 12 versions

' of the screener, and if these are used randorlv, we will automaticallv
end up with the desired number of males and ferules.

2000 -- Veterans. Veterans have been in active service and are presently in
inactive status. They have not yet been formally discharged from the
military. The YELLOW questionnaire will be used for the Veterans
samnle.

The Veterans sample consists of 7 subsamples: Army males, Arm- fermles,
- Air Force males, Air Force ferales, Nay males, Navy femles, and

Marine males. The quotas for each subsample are automaticallv filled
by completing one interview fror, each Veteran Call Record Packet.

The %1ITE questionnaire for the NPS sample and the YELLOW questiornaire for the VezzKr '

sample are different. Likewise, the Call Record Packets for the NPS and Veterans
sarmples are different. Therefore, there are separate instruction guides to be utse?
for the tw samoles.

I TNEVIE*rjD INSTRhL TIONS FOP NS QUESTIO. ,AIRE
I. CALL RIORD PA= INSTRUCTIONS

* There are 50 telephone nu r-rs in each Call Record packet. It is necessary to obt.ii
one and only one interview frcn each packet.

The tele't ne numbers are printed on connected, perforated sheets. The shezetz are i. ,,
to be separated or torn apart. The phone numbers in each sample pack have ben
consecutively numbered from I to 50. If the sheets or a section becrn. d, ,

* staple them back together.

Intervitving must begin with the first numbher. This is, the target n'mbe. "F.ze oAW'.
49 numbers are back-ups. The second nurler cannot be called until the fir-,t nL i-
is cc Pletelv exhausted. Likeuise, no other nuturrers my be tried until each , ,-i
before it has been exha,.-ted. A telephone number becomes exhaus-ted when (I) 0)w,
call result is coded as numhers, 1-12 (see Call Result Codes below) (2) the c: ].
result is coded with letters in all four result rows (i.e., the telepW-,n- n'nrLer t'
tried unsuccesfully four times); or (3) when a ccrrpleted interview (codrd 13) J.s
obtained from that number. When a ccxmpleted interview is obtained frcrm a a,]] H-o'n,
Packet, the entire Packet is retired from the field.

For each call made to a number, it is necessary to record the date, time of dnv, your
interviewer identification number, and the final result of the call.

3SN3dxi ININVAJAO9 IV CUd:1ZIOUd38
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Call Result Codes are as follos:

NA - No answer
-BY - Busy

" CB - Callback; either the respondent answered, was busy and asked you to call back laterr or someone else answered and said the respondent was not available and asked you to
call back later. If this occurs, record the date and time of day at which you were
requested to call back next to CB 1. If this occurs again, record the information
next to CB 2. A callback to this number must be made at the time you were requested
to do so.

OE - Other Effective Nurnber; someone answered and gave you another ninber where the
person may be reached. If this occurs, record the new number given to you next to
01:. Then inrnediately call this number.

. 1 - Non-voorking number
2 Disconnected number
3 - Business number

Q4 - OMITE S
"v5 - Refusal by someone else; someone other than the respondent answers and refuses to

let the target person be interviewed. Q .0:- CC#-rP- G7 ,t L.

6 - Refusal by respondent: the respondent refuses to be interviewed.
7 - Other (specify: language barrier, etc.)
8 - Terminate screener; la, age.

19 - Terminate screener, lh, past military service 0
'-10 - Te,.inate screener, li, auaiting basic training
'-'1 - !lT7El)

\ 12 - Incomplete interview - the respondent begins the interview, but then refuses
to finish it. A '12" is recorded as the Call Result. However, in addition to
recording the result, indicate next to the result the number of the LAST QUETION
ans ,ered and circle it. In the case of a question with a long list of statements, 6
indicate also the letter of the LAST STATM2T answered. For example:

REU_-LT f_.,

S13 - Corileted intervie'.

Wher. a dialed number results in a recording which gives you a new number in the saxe
area code and e m as the original number dialed, the original number should be
crossed out and the new number is to be ritten under "Other Phone", this nzber may
be used.

If the call result is a number (i.e., between 1 and 12), the telephone number has been
exhausted and the next nuber may be called. Remember to move on only to the next
nunber. The numbers in the Call Record Packet have to be called in sequential order
so as not to bias the results of the study.

If the call result is 13, you have a cor-..:leted interview and are finished -ith this
Call Record Packet. Move on to another Call Record Packet.
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If the call result is NA or BY, the number mst be called back on another day at anothertime. If the new result is NA or BY, the number mast be called bark on the weekend at
another time. If the call result is NA or BY and you were already calling on the
wekend, you do not have to wait until the following weekend to call back. Call back
on another day at another time. However, when the result is NA or BY, the number has
not yet been exhausted so do not move on to the next number.

Instead, work on another Cill Record Packet and return to this one the next day. If
after four calls you have hot reached anyone at a given number, you may bonsider it
exhausted and move on to the next number.

Even if a series of 10, 20 or more numbers continue to be non-working numbers, you my
not give up and move on to a new Call Record Pack. You must continue through this

-- Call Record Packet until you obtain an interview or until all 50 numbers have been
exhausted.

II. SCREEiER INSTRUCTIONS

Q #la If there are no young men or women in the household between the ages of
171 and 26, terminate the interview. Put an 8 in the RESULT column on the
call record. (For a listing of all call record result codes, refer to
"CALL REORD PACKET INSTRUCTIONS.")

Q #lb - If there are young men or women in the household, q. lb will determine the
number of men living in the household.

" |lc List names and ages of all men in the household. List name and age of the
youngest man first, the next older man second, and so forth until all men

' have been listed. The correct ordering is critical to choosing the correct
respondent. Be very careful to do the listing correctly.

Q #ld - If there are young men or women in the household (#la), q. ld will determine
the number of women liv'ing in the household.

Q le - List names and ages of all women in the household. List name and age of the
youngest woman first, the next older voan second, and so forth until all
women have been listed. The correct ordering is critical to choosing the

*correct respondent. Be very careful to do the listing correctly.

Q #lf If there are only nen or only wmen in the household (q. lc and le), look at
the appropriate box (where it states "Interview person #") to ascertain who
to interview. For instance, if q. Ic looks like this:

MALE SELETION BOX_ IF NL.kMER IN

NWE AGE HH IS: INTRVIEW PERSONca__\F.'_, 1' 1

__ __ __3_ _ 2

'4. - 4 25. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _5 3
6. 6 3

_._7 4

There are three males in the household eligible for the interview. Read
the number across from 3 (under "IF NUN3ER IN HW IS:") listed in the oolurn,

"INTERVIEW PERSON : ." That number is 2. Therefore, you would circle perm-n
number "2" and ask to speak to Frank. Always ask for the respondent by nar.

If there are both males and females eligible for the interview, see the box
at the bottom of the page to determine which respondent to select.

:SN3dX3 iN3biNNW3AO9 IV ]3UI OOid3k
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If the respondent is not hane, DO NuT INTERVIEW ANYONE ELSE! Ask for a time
when he/she can be reached, write this information in CB 1, and record CB
ir the RESULT column on the call record. Call back at the stated time.

Q #lg Since it is possible to be speaking with someone in the household other than
the selected respondent, it will be necessary to reread the introduction once
the selected respondent is on the telephone. This is immediately followed
by asking the re.spondent his/her age.

Q #lh - If the previously selected person doesn't qualify to continue on to the
questionnaire, return to the selection box to determine who is next to screme.
Determine the new number of eligible respondents in the household by excluding
the person who didn't qualify. Then read across to the selection box to
find the next person to be interviewed.

For instance, in the example mentioned above, Frank might turn out to be
ineligible because he responds "yes" to q. lh. Cross through the circle
next to Frank (see example below). There are two more eligible males in
the sample. Reading across from 2 (number in HH), you see that you are to
interview person #l. Circle person #1 and ask for John. Use a new screener
and start with q. 1g.

IF NLU?'ER IN M SELECTION BOX

N-- AGE Hi IS: INTERVIEW PERSON #:

•_ _ _ _ _ ___ __21
3 3 2
4.'0-______ 4 2

35._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 3 06. 6 37. _7 4

If there is no other mrber of the same sex who is eligible, ask to speak
to a person of the opposite sex: check box to see which person to interview
by finding the number in the household and reading across to the number of

the person to be interviewed.

The procedure mentioned above is the same for q. li when the respondent
turns out to be ineligible.

Q *lj If the respondent qualifies to be interviewed (i.e., answers "no" to 1h and
li), determine the last year of school or college he/she ccmpleted.

Q $lk Do not read this question. Check appropriate box and fill in the appropriate
information (REPOD)ZE', ADDRESS, ETC....). Then proceed to give the interview
to the resondent.

q0

/ p . ..
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Placement of Used Screeners

Screeners for ccxnpleted interviews will be stapled with the carpleted interview to
the front of the sample page from which it is obtained.

Screeners for households in which a call back mist be made will be 
stapled to the back 0

of the sample page from which they are obtained.

Terminated screeners w-ill be stapled to the back of the last page of the sample Pack
in the same sequence as nunbers dialed.

I III. GECRAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTION.XNAIRE 0

1. Read each question exactly as it is worded. Never read words which are all
CAPITALIZED; those are interviewer instructions. Do not read the responses for
any questions that end in question marks (such as questions 2 and 3).

The ansvers should be read when the question ends with a colon (:) - such as
questions 7b, 7c and 9, and the answers are punctuated for your convenience.

Never read "don't know" or "not applicable" responses. "Don't know" is only to
be used when respondent cannot answer the question and tells you that he/she does
not kni w. However, you should attempt to obtain an answer to a question by
repeating the question and/or the response alternatives. For instance, if in
question 8a, the response is "oh, gee, I don't know, it's different every week",
you should repeat the question and emphasize that you unt the ninber of hours
that the respondent Lu;ually works. Use discretion with probes. Do not antagonize
the respondent by over-probing. "Not applicable" is not to be marked on the
questionnaire byn the interviewer. "Not applicable" applies to a question that
is not relevant to a respondent. A question is not relcvant if the interviewer
has an instruction to skip to a certain question. For example, if t e respondent
ansers "yes" to q. 2, the interviewer does not ask q. 3. After the questionnaire
has been completed, the field editors will check off all of the "not applicable"
responses.

2. Be sure that skin patterns are followed exactly. In this wav, the interview will
run smothly and sound sensible to the respondent.

3. If a word in a question is underlined, this mean that you should emphasize that
word when reading the. question.

4. Wkhen marking responses for long series of statents, such as in q. 30, be
ex-tremelv careful to put the "x" on the appropriate line. There should be one
and only one "x" per line. When marking any question, always use "x's" and not
check mark.

5. General]y, in questions such as 030 where there are long lists of statements, be
sure to repeat answers after tIje first ftw iterrs. After that, repeat the
alternatives about half way dokn the list. For example, in q. 28, the interviewer 0
might say "... I've always liked the idea of wearing a uniform. would you

strongly agree with that state-nnt, somewhat agree, etc....

On specified questions. it will be necessary to probe for an answer from the
respondent. Fr- examrle, in answering q. 30a, the respondent might say "yes." In
this case, the interviewer should probe for the appropriate response by saying
"Would that be that you like snow-skiing very much or like it a little bit?"
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6. When ans%%ers rm=st be written in, such as in q. 6b, next to the responses
"engineer" and "double major or other", please write legibly. Never put an
"x" next to a category that the respondent does not specifically name. For
instance, if the respondent says his/her major is Sociobiology, mark "other"
and write out the response. Do not put this in the categories of "Sociology"

or "Biology."

7hroughut the questionnaire, "Guard/Reserve" is often substituted for "the
National Guard or Reserve." This phrase (Guard/Reserve) should be read:
"the Guard or Reserve."

IV. SPECIFIC QUESTIOkNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS

Always read the first paragraph ("Your household ... ) to each respondent.

Q ;2 - If the respondent is attending school, skip to q. 4.

Q #3 - Ask only those respondents who said "no" in q. 2. If "no" in q. 3, skip to
q. 7a.

Q #4 - Notice that in this question there are two alternate wordings
(indicated by slashed phrases). Read "What type of school are you attending"

if the respondent said "yes" in q. 2. Read "What type of school are you
planning to attend" if the respondent said "yes" to q. 3. Note that if the
respondent answers vocational, two-year, four-veax, skip to q. 6a. If the
resondent answers graduate or professional school, skip to q. 6b. If he/she
answers "don't know", skip to q. 7a.

Q #Sa -- Ask only those respondents who are attending/planning to attend high school.
If "yes' or "don't know", skip to q 7a.

Q #5b - Ask only those respondents who say "no' to q. 5a. After asking this question,
skip to q. 7a.

Q #6a - This question refers to bow many courses per senester, not how many "hours."
If the respondent answers "15" (an unlikely number of courses) the interviewer
should probe "15 courses or 15 hours? We want the number of courses you are
taking."

Also note that we want the number of courses in one semester. If the number
given by the respondent is 6 or more, always probe to make sure he/she is
specifically referring to courses per semester.

Q 6b -- Notice that in this question, there are a number of alternate wordings

(indicated by slashed phrases).

"What is your major?" should be asked of current students.

"What was your major?" should be asked of graduates.

"What will be your major?" should be asked of those planning to attend school.

Obviously, it will be necessary to be aware of how the respondent answered
q. 2 and q. 3 in order to ask q. 6b properly.

You should not make any interpretations of responses to this question. As
noted previously, a response such as "Biocheristry" should be written out
next to the "double major or other" category, Chemistry or Biology should
NOT be marked.

If the respondent says "engineer", probe for what type of engineer he/she is;
type MUST be specified.

* S
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,Q i6c Notice that in this question, there are two alternate wordings
(ndicated by slashed phrases).

Read "Are you using ..." to those who are currently attending school.
r Read "Will you be using ..." for those who are planning to attend school.

Read "Did you use, any kind of financial assistance" to those who are in
graduate or professional school. Notice that this third alternate wording
is not written into the question. Please try to renember the third wrding
and use it when appropriate.

Q 97a Ask of all respondents. If respondent says "no", skip to q. 11.

Q *T7b Ask only those respondents who are employed ("yes" in q. 7a).
anda '7 In case the respondent is confused about the difference between q. 7b and q. 7c,
-~ you should be clear about the distinction between these two questions (it is

possible that the respondent will think he is being asked the same question
twice). Q. 7b refers to the whole coupany (such as the sun of all mployees
in all branches of a bank). Q. 7c refers to the particular office/store/factory
that the respondent works in (such as the particular branch of a bank). Note
that in many cases, the number in 7b and 7c nmy be the same (such as for the
person who works in a store that is not a part of a chain). You may use this
exawple in explaining the difference to the respondent.

If the distinction is still unclear to the respondent, tell him/her that q. 7c
refers only to those at the street address where he/she works.

U Q o8a -- Write in the exact number of hours per week in the space next to the question. S
If the respondent works 49 hours or more, skip to q. 9.

Q #8b - Ask only those respondents who work 48 hours or less.

Q *9 -- Ask all erloved respondents.

Q #I0 -- Do not read the responses. Put an "X" next to the appropriate category. For
example, if the respondent answers "eleven and one-half months" put an '""
next to the 1-5 year category.

NOTE: ATER ASKING THIS QL=TION, SKIP TO Q. 12.* -•

Q i1i - Ask only those respondents who are not currently employed.

Q #12 - Ask of all responoents, regardless of whether they are currently employed.

Q &13a -- Always ask q. 13 a, b, and c first.
thru For statements 13d through 13i, always ask the starred item first. Then read
Q 913j down the list to the end (i). Return to the beginning of the list and read

down until all have been asked. For instance, if item "f" is starred the
interviewer should ask the statements in this order: f, g, h, i, d, e, j.
Notice that statement j is always asked last.

Q 14 - Read the stem ("Have you ever"), then read each statement and obtain an answer.
It is not necessary to read the ste before each statement.

Q 915a - If "no" or "don't recall", skip to q. 16a next.

* 0
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4 .Q #15b - Ask only those respondents who said "yes" to q. 15a. The "N/A" under q. 15b

means "not applicable." This column is not for interviewer use.

You must read all the categories under q. 15b (mother, father, spouse, etc.)

before asking q. 15c. Do not jump back and forth frcm q. 15b and q. 15c for

each item.

Q #15c -- For each "yes" in q. 15b, q. 15c is asked and marked appropriately (1, 2 or 3).

For each "no" in' q. 15U, q. 15c is not asked. The interviewer'should mark an

"8': (Not applicable, N/A) for each "no."

Q #16a - Ask of all respondents. If "no" or "don't know*", skip to q. 17.

Q #16b - Ask only those respondents who said "yes" in q. 16a. Be sure to mark down all
answers mentioned by the respondent.

NIYE: This question is NOT concerned with the number of ads the respondent has
seen but rather the different services the respondent has seen ads for.

Q #16c - Be sure to mark dor all responses mentioned by the respondent.
and
Q #16d

Q #17 If "Jobs or Training" was mentioned in q. 16d, read what is in parentheses as
part of the question. Otherwise, do not read what is in parentheses, but read
the rest of the question.

Q #18 Be sure t6-enphasize the words "you" and "your" in this question to make a clear
distinction between what was asked for in q. 17 and q. 18.

Q #19 Notice that this question is stated "IF you were to consider ..... This will be
a hypothetical situation for some respondents. If the respondent comes back

with "I'd never, never join" you should say something like "Yes, I understand
but IF you were to consider .

Q #20 -- Refers to actually applying to join.

.. " .Q #21 - This question refers to a health problen the respondent thinks might prevent

him/her joining.. If they say "I don't know ... what health problems keep you
out of the service?", reread the question emphasizing "you think."

Q #22 -- If "yes" in q. 21, read what is in parentheses as part of the question. Of- -
wise, do not read what is in parentheses, but read the rest of the question
Again, we are interested in what they think.

Q #23a -- Notice "(NME UNIT)" at the end of the question. The units are "Active Mi'
* and "National Guard/Reserves" so you will read the question ("For how lone

twice.

Q #23b - As in q. 19, this is a hypothetical situation. We want to know how likely t"
would be to enlist if they had to sign up for only two years.

Q #24 - In the unlikely event that the respondent should ask whether active duty MrW'.
Basic Training (B'r) or Advanced Individual Training (AIT) or both, tell th r"-
want the period of time for both (added together -- the total time).

Q #25 - "IT I" refers to statements a, b and c. You should get three separate an':,
one for each item.

3SN3dX .NIN3&:NHAOD IV -]fl]O~d3&
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Q #26a - These questions are asked of all respondents regardless of whether they are
thru employed.
Q #2c~ Notice that below q. 26c there is an instruction to the interviewer to skip

q. 27a-d if the respondent is not employed. You should look back to
page 2 for the response to q. 7a in order to make sure of how to procede.
Be careful! Do not risk a) antagonizing the respondent by asking inappropriate
questions, or b) losing valuable information by skipping questions that are
appropriate.

' Q ~27a - Ask only those respondents who are employed.

, -i: Q #27b - Notice that these questions are asked of all employed respondents, regardless

and of their answer in q. 27a. If the respondent answers"no" or "don't know" in
Q #27c q. 27c, skip to q. 28.

Q #27d - If the respondent says that he/she has talked to more than one supervisor, ask
for the feelings of the supervisor in the most recent conversation the respondent
had.

Q #2S Read the answers ("Strongly agree, somewhat agree, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement. "DK's" should be
written in next to the appropriate row if no answer can be obtained.

Q #29 - Emphasize that the question refers to a normal week in the respondent's life.

Q #30 -- Read the anwers ("Like very much, like a little, etc.") after the first few
statements uftil the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement.

Q #31 - mphasize that the question refers to the next six months.

Q #32 -- Emphasize the importance of each reason to the respondent personally.

Q #33 -- Be sure to emphasize the word "or" when reading this question. Read it slowly
and carefully so respondents are able to understand that you want them to think
of two situations (the Guard/Reserve versus another part-time activity) and
ccmpare them for the likelihood of offering the characteristics in the list
(a through f).

Q #34 -- Read the answers ("Likely to occur, unlikely to occur") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes fardliar with them. Be certain that cn,
and only one response is marked next to each statement.

Be sure to read the question slowly and carefully. The respondent may need to
be reminded of the initial part of the question because the list of staterven.

S- is quite long.

Q #35 -- Read the answers ("Like very much, like sonewhat, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that oo-
and only one response is marked next to each statement.
Be sure to read the question slowly and carefully. The respondent may need t- .

be reminded of the initial part of the question because the list of statere rt-:
is quite long.

* Q #36a Notice that this question refers to a draft requirement for males only. Q. 36)R
refers to a requirement for both males and females.

_ _-SN-3dX3 1N3Ns4AO9-iLV 3DOf dd
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3Q 6b - Notice that this question refers to a draft requirement for both males and
and females.

* #36c - Refers to a draft requirement for both men and women in addition to participation
in a mandatory national service.

Q #36d - bot read "other" or "don't know." An answer such as "I'd go.to Canada"
belongs in the other category. (Remember to write legibly when writing in
responses next to "other.")

Q #37 - If. the respondent says "neither", reread the response categories. Try to get
P" ,the respondent to choose the answer closest to what he/she thinks.

Q 8 - Read the answers ("Strongly agree, somewhat agree, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent beccmes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement. "T)K's" should be
written in next to the appropriate row if no answer can be obtained.

Q #39a - Notice that these questions are only asked of females. If the respondent is
- and male, skip to q. 40.

6+ Q #39b

Q #40 - "ITEM' refers to statements a, b and c.

Q #41a - Self explanatory

Q #41 - If the respondent is single, widowed or divorced, skip'to q. 41d. If separated,
skip to q. 42.

Q #41c - Ask only those respondents who are married.

Q #41d - Ask only those respondents who are single, widowed or divorced.

Q #42 - 7his question refers to the respondent. If the respondent says his/her paret:
own the home, "no" should be marked.

Q 43 -- Refers to the education of the respondent's primary male guardian whether he
be the biological, father, stepfather, adopted father, grandfather, etc. What;s
important is that you get information about the male guardian who was present

0 for mist of the respondent's childhood.

Q #44a - If the respondent answers "no one place" or scme cobination of places, try to
obtain an answer by probing for where he/she lived most of their first ten yew, :
Don't forget to emphasize '"ust" when you initially read the question. If thf
respondent still cannot place him/herself in one of the categories (after
probing), mark "no one place" and skip to q. 45a.

Q #44b -- Be careful to place an '"A" next to the appropriate category. For exarrple, if
the respondent says "150 thousand", place an "X" next to the "100, 000 to 499,999
category.

Q 945a -- Be sure to emphasize the word "career." If the respondent answers "ro" or
"don't know", skip to q. 45c.

Q 045b -- Ask only those respondents who say "yes" in q. 45a. We are looking for the
respondent's opinion. Dc not perm-it the respondent to go aAk a relative these
questions. Tell the respondent we only want his/her opinion.

Q #45c - If "no" or "don't know", skip to q. 46. Emphasize "career."

3SN3dX: 1N3VY4NU3AO9 iV aOO]Ouid3U
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#45d - Ask only those respondents who said "yes" to q. 45c. Notice that the question
allows for multiple answers. Mark an "A" next to all answers mentioned by the
respondent.

46 - Refers to the education of the primary femle guardian during iost of the res-
pondent's childhood whether she be the biological mother, stepmther, adopted
mother, grandmother, etc.

Q #47 - Notice that the question is phrased "Excluding yourself .... " Be sure that .the

* respondent only means dependents other than her/himself.

Q 046 Emphasize "during your high school years."

Q #49 - "ITE 1" refers to statements a, b and c. Read each separately starting with
"do you feel ... " for statements b and c.

Q #50a If the respondent says "none", skip to q. Sla. Notice that the "none" category
is after "six or more."

Q #50b -- Notice that the "none" category is after "six or nre."

Q #50c -- Notice that this question is similar to q. 45d. However, q. 45d refers to

brothers/sisters who were career military personnel. Q. 50c refers to any
brothers/sisters serving in the military regardless of whether they were career
mi Iitary persons.

#51a - Notice that-you should pause after reading the first sentence. Give the respondent
3 a little tink to think of who those four friends are. If the respondent answers

"no", skip to q. 52a.

Q V51b -- Ask only those respondents who said "yes" to q. 51a. Notice that the "none"
category is after the four categories.

Q #52a - Dphasize "those people closest to you."

Q #52b T- his question allows for multiple responses. Be sure to check all mentioned by
the respondent.

Q #53 - Do not read "other." If the respondent says "I'm not any of those, I'm
Hungarian", wTite Hungarian next to the "other" category.

# #54a - If the respondent tells you his/her social security number right away, write the
numbers in the spaces provided and put an "X" in the parentheses next to the 1.
If the respondent can't raemeber, urge them to get it inTediately. It's very
important that we have the information. If the respondent is unable to obtain
it or doesn't have a social security nunber, go to respondent name. If the
respondent refuses or asks questions, go to q. 54b.

Q &54b -- If the respondent seem- unduely concerned about giving his/her number, assure
them that the informtion is confidential. If you still are unable to get the
number, mark appropriate reason (can't find, refused, etc.) and go to
"respondent narrt-. "

After reading q. 54b (if app'.cable), go to the respondent name, phone, address,
etc. Write in this information accurately and legibly. Don't forget to put in
your interviewer nunber.
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THE ENLIS L'Tr STUDY

The Enlistment Study is attempting to determine the attitudes NPS and Veteran men

and men have toward the National Guard and Reserves as well as other related factors.

It is a tracking study; that is, it is done each year to see how peoples' attitudes

change over time. This is the third year in a row that Associates and Valley Fbrge

* Information Services are wrking together under the general auspices of the Department
of Defense. We hope that this year's effort will be even more successful than the

previous year.

Te Enl-istment Study will run from October through December. It is collecting data

from 4500 respondents. The respondents are grouped into two general samples:

2500 -- NPS respondents. NPS, or Non-Prior Service, means that these respondents

have never been in military service. The WHITE questionnaire will be

used for the NPS sample.

The NPS sample will consist of 1,500 males and 1,000 females. The

same questionnaire is used for both sexes. Each screener indicates

which sex to ask for in a particular household. There are 12 versions

* of the screener., and if these are used randomly, we will automatically

end up with the desired number of males and females.

2000 -- Veterans. Veterans have been in active service and are presently in

- - inactive status. They have not yet been formally discharged from the

military. The YELLOW questionnaire will be used for the Veterans

sample.

The Veterans sample consists of 7 subsamples: Army males, Army females,
Air Forde, males, Air Force fenales, Navy males, Navy females, and

Marine miles. The quotas for each subsample are automatically filled

by completing one interview from each Veteran Call Record Packet.

l MHIM questionnaire for the NPS sample and the YELLOW questionnaire for the 
Vetea-

*swmple are different. Likewise, the Call Record Packets for the NPS and Veteran

sanples are different. Therefore, there are separate instruction guides to be used

for the two samnles.

I.TFR'DT%TR INSTRUCTIONS FOR ETERLANS QLESTIOMAIRE

I. CALL RECORD PACKET INFTRCTIONS.

Tere are 8 names and addresses in each Call Record packet. It is necessary to obtai'

one and only one interview from each packet. The telephone number for each namm in

the call record packet will be written below the address. If a telephone nurber vW6L'

not obtained, "NL' (not listed) will be written next to the name. Names with NL'S .

t o t h e m a r e t o 1 W s k i p p ed . T h h e t rot t *

'The names are printed on connected, perforated sheets. The sheets are not to be

separated or torn apart. The names in each sample pack have been consecutively nir, -

frm 1 to 8. If the sheets or a section becomes detached, staple them back togeth r.

Interviewing must begin with the first na- e which has a telephone nirber. 7his 13 th-

target person. 7e other 7 names are back-ups. The second name cannot be called ur'- !

the first name is completely exhausted. LikeA-ise, no other names may be tried untJ.l

each name before it has been exhausted. A name becomes exhausted 2en (1) the call

result is coded as nurbers, 1-12 (see Call Result Codes below); (2) the call result is
coded with letters in all four result rows (i.e., the telephone number has been tried

wsuccessfully four times); or (3) when a completed interview (coded 
13) is obtained

fron that number. When a completed interview is obtained from a Call Record Packet,

* the entire Packet is retired fron the field.

:SN3dX3 1N3IVVN83AO9 IV 033JfOdlid3i
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. ]Fbr each call made to a person, it is necessary to record the date, time of day, your
-- interviewer identification number, and the final result of the call.

Call Result Codes are as follows:

Still live telephone number - ao to new packet:

M - No answer
U BY- Busy

CB - Callback; either the respondent answered, was busy and asked you to call back
later or someone else answered and said the respondent was not available and
asked you to call back later. If this occurs, record the date and time of
day at which you were requested to call back next to ( 1. If this occu-s

I. again, record the information next to CB 2. A callba7ck to this number rust
be made at the tie you were requested todo so.

E- Other Effective ,iinuber; someone answered and gave you another number where the
person may be reached. If this occurs, record the new number given to you next
to OE. Then inmediately call this number.

Dead number - move on to next telephone number in packet:

1 - Non-working number
2 - Disconnected number
3 - Business number

5 - Refusal by someone else; someone other than the respondent answers and refuses
to let the target person be interviewed.

6 - Refusal b3rxespondent; the respondent refuses to be interviewed.
7 - Other (specify: language barrier, hard of hearing, deceased, etc.)
8 - Terminate screener, la, non-Veteran
9 - Terminate screener, lb, currently serving in the military

10 - Terminate screener, 1c, currently serving in the active reserves
11 - Terminate screener, Id, le or If, length of time or period of time in the Militar\
12 - Incomplete interview; the respondent begins the interview, but then refuses

to finish it. A "12" is recorded as the Call Result. However, in addition to
recording the result, indicate next to the result the number of the LAST (E~7TIO,
ansmered and circle it. In the case of a question with a long list of state-

S...ments, indicate also the letter of the LAST STATEliet answered. For example,

RESULT

Retire packet from field

* 13 - Completed interview

When a dialed nurper iesults in a recording which gives you a new number in the same
area code as the original nml'ber dialed, the original number should be crossed out and
the new number is to be writfen under "Other Phone", this number may be used.

If the call result is a number (i.e., between I and 12), the nwe has been exhausted
and the next number may be called. Pcrember to move on only to the next name. The
nurbers in the Call Record Packet have to be called in sequential order so as not to
bias the results of the study.

If the call result is 13, you have a completed interview and are finished with this

* Call Record Packet. Move on to another Call Record Packet.

-TN3dX3 1N3bVNH3AO9 iV (f-]3fOO3d:
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If the call result is NA or BY, the person must be called back on another day at another
time. If the new result is NA or BY, the person must be called back on the weekend at
--other time. If the call result is NA or BY and you were already calling on the

weekend, you do not have to wait until the following weekend to call back. Call back
on another day at another time. Ikwever, when the result is NA or BY, the name has
not yet been exhausted so do not move on to the next name.

I
Instead, work on another Call Record Packet and return to this one the next day. If
after four calls you have not reached the target person at a given number, you may
consider it exhausted and move on to the next name.

~.... "-A'-" II. SCREE INSRUCTIONS1! -
Alwavs Tite in the target person's telephone numbmer on the line at the top of the pagebefore dialing the number.

Q #la - If the person says he/she has never been in the military service, terminate
the interview. Put an 8 in the RESULT column on the call record. (For a
listing of all call record result codes, refer to "CALL RECRD PACKET
INSTRUCTIONS.")

Q #lb - If the person is currently serving in the military, terminate the interview.
Put a 9 in the RES LT colurm of the call record.

Q #lc - If the person is a member of the active reserves in paid drill status,

teyrnnate the interview. Put a 10 in the result colrm of the call record.

Q #ld - If the person has been in the military for either less than two years or
for six years or more, termnate the interview. Put an 11 in the RESLUT
coluzm of the call record.

Q #le If the respondent entered the military service either "before November 1973''
or November 1977 or after", terminate the interview. Put an 11 in the
RFSULT column of the call record.

If the respondent entered the military between November 1973 and October 1977,
" '' be sure to put both an "x" next to the appropriate month and an "x" next

to the appropriate year.

lQ #f If the respondent was released from military service before November 1974,
terminate the interview. Put an 11 in the RTELLT colun of the call record,

If the respondent was released from military service November 1974 or after,
put an "x" next to the appropriate month and an "x" next to the appropriate
year.

4 Q #lg - If the respondent qualifies to be interviewed, determine the branch of
military service he/she served in.

Q #lh - Determine the respondent's age. Notice that the last category is fo-
41 years of age or more.

Q #li - Determine the last year of school or college the respondent completed.
Notice that there are separate categories for one, two, three and four ye,
of college. Four years of college is equivalent to graduating frmr collegr.

Q lj - o not ask the respondent this question. Place an '"X" next to the appropri

category for respondent's sex. Be very careful not to skip this qil.-t inn.

3SN3dX I IN3N83AO9 .IV O3JflU08d38
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At the bottam of the page there is space for information about the respondent (name,
address, etc.). If the respondent qualifies to be interviewed, do NCT ask for this
information now. You will obtain it at the end of the interview and inmediately copy
the information onto the screener.

Hever, if the respondent was not eligible to be interviewed (Q. la, 1b, Ic, Id, le,
or if), obtain this information before terminating the interview.

In addition to writing the respondent information, write in your interviewer ID #
and the sample segnent from which the call was made. The sample segient can be found

V p on the call record.

Placement of Screeners

1. Screeners for completed questionnaires should be stapled backside up to the front
of the questionnaire. The questionnaire is then to be stapled to the front of
the page of the Call Record Packet from which it was obtained.

2. Screeners for callbacks should be stapled to the back of the page of the Call
Record Packet frm which it was obtained.

3. Terminated screeners should be stapled to the back of the page of the Call Record
Packet from which it was obtained. They will be in the same sequence as the names
that were called.

III. =TR.-L INDUCTIONS FOR QLESTIO-,aAIE

C ri 1. Read each question exactly as it is worded. Never read words which are all
CAPITALZED; those are interviewer instructions. Do not read the responses forany questions that end in question marks (such as questions 2 and 3).

The answers should be read when the question ends with a colon () - such as
questions 7b, 7c and 9, and the answers are punctuated for your convenience.

' Never read "don't know" or "not applicable" responses. 'Don't know" is only to
be used when respondent cannot answer the question and tells you that he/she does
not kncw. However, you should attempt to obtain an answer to a question by
repeating the question and/or the response alternatives. For instance, if in
question 8a, the response is "oh, gee, I don't know, it's different every week",
you should repeat the question and emphasize that you want the number of hours
that the respondent usually works. Use discretion Aith probes. Do not antagonize
the respondent by over-probing. "Not applicable" is not to be marked on the
questionnaire by the interviewer. "Not applicable" applies to a question that
is not relevant to a respondent. A question is not relevant if the interviewer
has an instruction to skit to a certain question. For example, if the respondent
ansmers "yes" to q. 2, the interviewer does not ask q. 3. After the questionnaire
has been completed, the field editors will check off all of the "not applicable"
responses.
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2. Be sure that skip patterns are followed exactly. In this may, the interview will

run smoothly and sound sensible to the respondent.

3. If a uord in a question is underlined, this means that you should emphasize that
word when reading the question.

4. When marking responses for long series of statements, such as in q. 30, be

extremely careful to put the "x" on the appropriate line. There should be one

and only one "x" per line. When marking any question, always use "x's' and not
pi check marks.

5. Generally, in questions such as #30 where there are long lists of statements, be

sure to repeat answers after the first few items until the respondent beccmes
familiar with then.

Sometirnes it will be necessary to probe for a more focused answer fram the
respondent. For example, in answering q. 30a, the respondent might say "yes." 

0

In this case, the interviewer should probe for the appropriate response by saying
'"ould that be that you like snow-skiing very much or like it a little bit?"

For some questions (see "SPECIFIC QLSTION.AIRE INSTRCTIONS"), a probe will

alvays be necessary. For example, q. 45d asks about relatives who are career

military. After the respondent answers, you should always probe (ONCE): "Anyone
else?"

6- When answrs must be written in, such as in q. 6b, next to the responses
"engineer" and "double major or other", please write legibly. Never put an
"x" next to a calegorv that the respondent does not specifically name. For

instance, if the respondent says his/her major is Sociobiolog-v, mark "other"

and write out the response. Do not put this in the categories of "Sociology-"
or "Biology."

7. Throughout the questionnaire, "Guard!Reserve" is often substituted for "the
National Guard or Reserve." This phrase (Guard/Reserve) should be read

,] "the Guard or Reser1e.-

S. You may encounter a situation where rounding numbers is necessary. Suppose you
have categories "5-11 months" and "1 year to 5 years." The respondent answers

"11 and one-half months." This number is between the two categories.

'YMU S-U.LD ALWAYS ROUD "UP."

In other words, put an answer that is between categories into the "larger"

category. In the above example, the answer should be marked as "1 year to 5 years."

9. Whenever you encounter a question which contains a time period (such as q. 16b
.. 2 years") and/or an important conditional statement (usually these start with

"if ...") such as q. 16b ("... if you had to sign up for two years"), be sure to

emhasize these phrases. Time periods and conditional phrases are critical to 0

the respondent's correct understanding of the questions.

•
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IV. SPECIFIC QLMSTI(AIRE INSMTUCTIONS

Always read the first paragraph ("Your household ...) to each respondent.

Q #2 - If the respondent is attending school, skip to q. 4.

Q $3 Ask only of those respondents who said "no" in q. 2. If "no" in q. 3, skip
to q. 7a.

Q #4 Notice that in this question there are two alternate wrdin- (indicated by 0
slashed phrases).

Read "What type of school are you attending?" if the respondent said "yes"
in q. 2.

Read "What ty )e of school are you planning to attend?" if the respondent
said "yes" to q. 3. 0
Note that if the respondent answers vocational, two-year, four-year, skip
to q. 6a. If the respondent answers graduate or professional school, skip
to q. 6b. If he/she anowers "don't know", skip to q. 7a.

Q #5a -- Ask ony those respondents who are attending/planning to attend high school.
If "yes" or "don't know", skip to q 7a. 0

Q #5b -- Ask only those respondents who say "no" to q. 5a. After asking this question,
skip to q. 7a.

Q #6a -- This qu.stfon refers to how many courses per semester, not how many "hours."
If the respondent answers "15" (an unlikely number of courses) the interviewer
should probe "15 courses or 15 hours? We want the number of courses you are
taking."

Also note that we want the number of courses in one semester. If the number
given by the respondent is 6 or more, always probe to make sure he/she is
specifically referring to courses per semester.

Q #6b Notice that in this question, there are a number of alternate wordings

.(indicated by slashed phrases).

"What is your major?" should b- .,sked of current students.

"What was your major?" should be asked of graduates.

"What will be your major?" should be asked of those planning to attend school.

Obviously, it will be necessary to be aware of how the respondent answered
q. 2 and q. 3 in order to ask q. 6b properly.

You should not make any interpretations of responses to this question. As
noted previously, a response such as "Biochenistry" should be written out
next to the "double major or other" category; Chemistry or Biology should
NOT be marked.

If the respondent says "engineer", probe for what t of engineer he/she is;
type MUST be specified.

0

0
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Q #6c - Notice that in this question there are three alternate wordings (indicated
by slashed phrases).

Read 'Are you using ... " to those who are currently attending school.

Read "Will you be using ... " for those who are planning to attend school. -0

Read "Did you use any kind of financial assistance" to those who have
graduated from college and those wbo are in graduate or professional school.

#7a - Ask of all respondents. If respondent says "no", skip to q. 11.

Q #7b - Ask only those respondents who are employed ("yes" in q. 7a).
and
Q t7c In case the respondent is confused about the difference between q. 7b and q. 7c,

you should be clear about the distinction between these two questions (it is
possible that the respondent will think he is being asked the same question
twice). Q. 7b refers to the whole company (such as the sum of all employees
in all branches of a bank). Q. 7c refers to the particular office/store/factory S
that the respondent works in (such as the particular branch of a bank). Note
that in many cases, the number in 7b and 7c may be the same (such as for the
person who works in a store that is not a part of a chain). You may use this
example in explaining the difference to the respondent.

If the distinction is still unclear to the respondent, tell him/her that q. 7c
refers only to those at the street address where he/she works.

Q #Sa Write in the exact number of hours per week in the space next to the question.
If the respondent works 49 hours or more, skip to q. 9.

Q #6b - Ask only those respondents who work 48 hours or less.

Q # -- Ask all employed respondents.

Q #lO -- Do not read the responses. Put an "X" next to the appropriate category. For
exarple, if the respondent answers "eleven and one-half months" put an "X"
next to the 1-5 year category (see #8 in the "GENERAL INSTRUCTIO> " secticn r
for the rounding rule).
NDTE" AFTER ASKING THIS QLSTION, SKIP T Q. 12.

Q #11 - Ask only those respondents who are not currently employed.

Q 12- Ask of all responaents, regardless of whether they are currently employed.

Q#13a - Alwavs ask q. 13 a, b, and c first.
thx1u For statements 13d through 13i, always ask the starred ite first. Then read
Q? 13j dom the list to the end (i). Return to the beginning of the list and read

down until all have been asked. For instance, if item "f" is starred, you
should ask the statements in this order: f, g, h, i,/ d, e,/ j.
Notice that statement j is always asked last.

Suppose statement "h" is starred. You would ask the statements in this
order: h, i,/ d, e, f, g,/ j.

* Q04 - Read the stem ("Have you ever"), then read each statement and obtain an
ans'er. It is not necessa- to read the stem before the second statement.

0 0
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Q #15a - Notice that the second sentence is phrased "When you think of
A respondent can answer this question regardless of whether they've actually
seen military advertisements.

ri Q #15b - Be sure to e'nphasize the words "you" and "your" in this question to make a
clear distinction between q. 15a and q. 15b.

Q #16a - Determine whether the respondent has ever actually applied to join the
Guard/Reserve.

PA Q #16b - This question refers to a hypothetical situation. We want to know bow likely
they would be to enlist if they had to sign up for only tw years.

Q #17a - Name appropriate service fron q. lg on the screener (e.g., Army, Navy,
Air Force, Marines or Coast Guard).

Q #Tb
and -- (For your own information, MOS means Military Occupational Specialty.
Q #17c AFSC means Air Force Specialty Code.)

Q #18a - If the respondent says "E-l", "don't knoNV' or refuses, skip to q. 21.

Q #18b - If 7 months or more (answers 4 through 7), skip to q. 20. If "don't know',
skip to q. 21.

Q #19 -- Only asked of those respondents who had a promotion within the last six
months. After asking the question, skip to q. 21 next.

4 Q #20 - Only asked of those respondents who received a promotion 7 months ago or

more in q. 18b.

Q #21 - Asked of all respondents.

Q #22a - If "no' or "not sure", skip to q. 23a next.

Q #22b - Emphasize the word "first."

Q #22c - Refers to general value of any or all such discussions.

Q #23a

and - Emphasize "civilian life."
Q *23b

0 #23c - Emphasize "since you left the service." Read stateents a through f.

Q #23d - Emphasize "since you left the service."

Q #24a - Emphasize "since you left." If "no" or "don't know", skip to q. 25. 0

Q #24b - Only asked of those responCents who remiLber receiving literature. Bnphasize
"since you left."

Q *24c -- Self-explanator'.

Q #24d - Self-explanatory.

Q #25 - "ITMV' refers to statements a, b and c. You should get three separate
answers; one for each item.
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Q #26a thruO #26c are asked of all respondents regardless of whether they are employed.

Q *26a - Emphasize "civilian job."

4 #26b - Emphasize "3 to 6 months."

Q #26c - Emphasize "If the employer did hold a position open ... 7." This is an
important conditional phrase.

NcrTE:**- Below q. 26c there is an instruction to the interviewer to skip q. 27a-d if
the respondent is not employed. You should look back to page 2 for the
response to q. 7a in order to make sure of how to proceed. Be careful! DD.
not risk (a) antagonizing the respondent by asking inappropriate questions,
and (b) losing valuable information by skipping questions that are appropriate.

Q 027a -- Ask only those respondents who are employed.

Q #27b - Notice that these questions are asked of all employed respondents, regardless
and of their answer in q. 27a. If the respondent answers"no" or "don't #mow" in
Q #27c q. 27c, skip to q. 28.

Q #27d -- If the respondent says that he/she has talked to more than one supervisor, ask
for the feelings of the supervisor in the most recent conversation the respondent
had.

Q #28 - Read the answers ("Strongly agree, somewhat agree, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marlked next to each statement. '"K's" should be
written in next to the appropriate row if no answer can be obtained. S

Q 028j - ** NOTE: Be sure to read "... unnecessar .

Q #29 - mphasize that the question refers to a normal week in the respondent's life.

Q v30 -- Read the answers ("Like very much, like a little, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement.

Q #31 -- Emphasize that the question refers to the next six months.

Q #32 -- Emphasize the importance of each reason to the respondent personally.

Q #33 -- Be sure to empha-cize the word "or" whlen reading this question. Read it slowly
and carefully so respondents are able to understand that you want them to think
of two situations (the Guard,"Reserve versus another part-time activity) and
compare themr for the likeI ih,--A of offering the characteristics in the list
(a through f).

Q #34 -- Read the answers ("Likely to occur, unlikely to occur") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement.

Emphasize "If you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves ...

This is an iMportant conditional statement.

• - ' :% " " l ' . ... | . .. ' % - ' & "0
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S *35 - Read the answers ("Like very much, like somewhat, etc.") after the first few
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement.

Be sure to read the question slowly and carefully. The respondent may need to
be reminded of the initial part of the question during the list of statements.

Q #36a -- Notice that this question refers to a draft requirement for males only. Q. 36b
refers to a requirement for both males and females.

Q $36b - Notice that this question refers to a draft requirement for both males and
and females.

Q #'36c - Notice that this question refers to both a draft registration and a
National Service. The National Service Requirement includes the option •
of corrunity service instead of military service.

Q #37 - If the respondent says "neither", reread the response categories. Try to get
the respondent to choose the answer closest to what he/she thinks.

Q #38 Read the answers ("Strongly agree, somewhat agree, etc.") after the first few 0
statements until the respondent becomes familiar with them. Be certain that one
and only one response is marked next to each statement. 'DK's" should be
written in next to the appropriate row if no answer can be obtained.

i I L'**- Below q. 38p there is an instruction to skip q. 39a-c if the respondent

is male. -

Q #39a-c are asked only of female respondents.

Q 039a - Sell-explanator-.

Q 03% - If "no" or "don't know', skip to q. 40.

Q #39c - Self-explanato-.

Q *40 - "ITW' refers to statements a, b and c. Alvays read "... for up to 4 years"
in each statement.

Q *41a - Self explanator-

Q #41b - If the respondent is single, widowed or divorced, skip to q. 41d. If separated,
skip to q. 42.

Q #41c - Ask only those respondents who are married.

Q #41d - Ask only those respondents who are single, widowed or divorced.

Q *42 - This question refers to the respondent. If the respondent says his/her parents
own the home, "no" should be marked. 0

Q #43 -- Refer to the eaucation of the respondent's prifmary male guardian during most
of the respondent's childhood, whether he be the biological father, stepfather,
adopted father, etc.

I S 1
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Q #44a - If the respondent answers "no one place" or sone ccmbination of places, try
to obtain an answer by probing for where he/she lived most of their first
ten years. Don't forget to emphasize "most" when you itially read the
question. If the respondent still cannot place him/herself in one of the
categories (after probing), mark "no one place" and skip to q. 45a.

If the respondent answers "on a farm", skip to q. 45a.

Q #44b - Be careful to place an 'Y" next to the appropriate category. For example, if
the respondent says "150 thousand", place an "X" next to the "100,000 to 499,999"
category.

n. 45a-d. WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE RESIONDENM"S OPINIO. DO NOT PE!IT THE RSPCKDENT
I0 GO ASK A RELATIVE THESE CESTIONS. TELL THE RESPO)ENT WE CNLY WANT HIS/HER
MPINION.

Q #45a - If "no" or "don't know', skip to q. 45c. 0

Q #45b - Only asked of those respondents who said "yes" to q. 45a.

Q #45c - If "no" or "don't know', skip to q. 46.

Q #45d - Asked only of those respondents who said "yes" to q. 45c. Notice that the S
question allows for multiple answers. Mark an "x" next to all answers
mentioned by the respondent. Probc "Anyone else?" one and only one time.

Q #46 - Refers to the education of the primary female guardian during most of the res-
pondent's childhood whether she be the biological mother, stepmother, adopted

Smother, etc. 0

Q #47 - Notice that the question is phrased "Excluding yourself .... " Be sure that the
respondent only means dependents other than her/hirself. Enphasize "excluding."

Q #48 - Emphasize "during your high school years."

Q #49 -- "ITM!'' refers to statements a, b and c. Read each separately starting with
"do you feel ... " for statements b and c.

Q #50a - If the respondent says "none", skip to q. 51a. Notice that the "none" category
is after "six or more."

Q #50b -- Notice that the "none" category is after "six or more."

Q #50c - Notice that this question is similar to q. 45d. However, q. 45d refers to
brothers/sisters who were career military personnel. Q. 50c refers to any
brothers/sisters serving in the military regardless of whether they were career
military persons.

Q #51a - Notice that you should pause after reading the first sentence. Give the respondent
a little time to think of who those four friends are. If the respondent answers
"no", skip to q. 52a.

Q #51b -- Ask only those respondents who said "yes" to q. 51a. Notice that the "none" S
category is after the four categories.

" n
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Q #52a - Emphasize "those people closest to you."

Q #52b - This question allows for multiple responses. Be sure to check all mentioned by

the respondent. Do .-OT probe for others.

Q #53 - Do not read "other." If the respondent says "I'm not any of those, I'm _

Hungarian", write Hungarian next to the "other" category.

Q 954a - If the respondent tells you his/her social security number right away, write the
numbers in the spaces provided and put an "X" in the parentheses next to the 1.

gI rj If the respondent can't remember, urge them to get it irmmediately. It's very
important that we have the infornmtion. If the respondent is unable to obtain S
it or doesn't have a social security number, go to q. 55a next. If the
respondent refuses or asks questions, go to q. 54b.

NO=E: If respondent does not remember his/her social security number, you can
-_ remind him/her that it was their Serial Number in the service.

n '54b - If the respondent seems concerned about giving his/her nmber, assure them
that the infornmtion will be held in confidence. If you still are unable to
get the number, mark appropriate reason (can't find, refused, etc.) and go to
"respondent name."

Q &55a - If "no", go to respondent nan, etc. S

Q *55b -- Ask only of those respondents who said "yes" in q. 55a. If "no", go to
res)ondent name, etc.

g Q *55c - Ask only of those respondents who said "yes" in q. 55b. Go to respondent name,
etc.

Be sure to write in the respondent's name, address, etc., in the space provided at the
bottcin of the page, and to copy this information onto the screener. Write in your* 3 identification number and the sample segment. The sample segment numbers are the
numbers from the upper left hand corner of the Call Record sheet.
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h A-4. 3

DOD III TRACKING STUDY

Field Procedures

Sampling

1. One Call Record Packet will be provided for each interview

to be made. For Samples A and B, a Call Record Packet

consists of the target telephone number plus 49 backups.

For Sample C, a Call Record Packet consists of the target

person's name and address plus the names and addresses of

the backups. One, and only one, interview should be

completed from each Call Record Packet.

2. The survey design requires that an original call and three

callbacks be made to a number. For all three samples,

interviewing must begin with the first telephone number

or name and flow sequentially to the last telephone

number or name of the Call Record Packet. Interviewers

CANNOT proceed to the next number or name until all three

callbacks are made to the prior number or name. Any

deviations from this procedure represent violations of

the samnpling rules.

3. If the respondent cannot be reached or cannot be inter-

viewed on the first call, interviewers should attempt to

determine the best time to find the respondent at home

and to make the callbacks then. In cases where the best

time to make the callback cannot be determined, callbacks

will be made on different days of the week and at different

times from the original call. For example, if a respondent

cannot be reached on Tuesday evening at 6:00, the next

call should be made on Wednesday at a later time -- 7, 8

or 9 o'clock. If the respondent is still not reached,

the next callback should be made on the weekend when the

likelihood of finding him/her at home will be enhanced.
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4. There are three samples: Sample A -- Non-prior Service

Males, Sample B -- Non-prior Service Females, and Sample C --

Veterans. Within Sample C, there are seven subgroups.

Each Call Record Packet contains a Block Number. The

Block Number identifies the particular Call Record Packet

and, more importantly, the sample to which it belongs.

The same Call Record Packets will be used for Samples A

and B. However, different Call Record Packets will be

used for the seven subgroups of Sample C.

The Block Numbers (ranging from 0001 to 2500) for Sample

A and B will be followed by a two-digit code (i.e., 00)

indicating that they are Call Record Packets for Samples A

and B.

The Blcck Numbers for Sample C will be followed by a two-

digi: codt- indcating to which of the seven subgroups

the Call Record Packets belongs. These two-digit code

nun-,bers range from 01 to 07. The ranae of Block Numbers

by code are as f6llo% s

Codt Block
,u..,r Number

01 -- 001 to 450

02 -- 001 to 450

03 -- 001 to 450

04 -- 001 to 200

05-- 001 to 150

0. -- 001 to 150

07 -- 001 to 150 0
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5. A master list of Block Numbers for Samples A and B and a
master list of the Block Numbers for each subgroup of

Sample C should be constructed. The field sampling depart- 0

ment should check off the Block Number from the appropriate
master list as an interview is completed from each Call

Record Packet. This will enable the field staff to:
1 ) monitor the number of completed interviews in each S
sample and/or subsample, 2) avoid completing more than one

interview per packet, and 3) ensure that an interview was

completed from each packet.

Final sample sizes will be:

Sample A (00)* = 1500

Sample B (00)* = 1000 S

Sample C

01 = 450

- 02 = 450
S03 = 450 •

04 200

05 150

0e= 150

07 = 150

4500

VFIS must keep track of the number of Sample A and B 0
completions by some means other than the code number (00).
The only difference between these samples is that one
(Sample A) is composed of males and the other (Sample B)
is composed of females. Proper use of the screeners will
result in maintaining a 60 - 40' distribution of male and
female respondents.

9 0
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6. Exactly enough Call Record Packets will be supplied to

produce the correct number of interviews within each

r sample and subsample. If all of the telephone numbers

or names in a Call Record Packet are exhausted without

producing a-completed interview, the Call Record Packet

should be returned to Associates. It will be replaced.

P. Replacement Call Record Packets will have new Block

Numbers but the same code number. The potential Block

Numbers to be used and the appropriate code numbers are

as follows.

Code Block
Number Number

00 -- 2501 . .. on

01 - 451 ... on

02 -- 451 . .. on

03 -- 451 . .. on

04 -- 201 ... on

0 03- 151 ... on
06 -- 151 ... on

07 -- 151 . .. on

When a Call Record Packet becomes exhausted before yielding

a completed intervie-,, the Block Number of that Call Record

Packet should not be crossed-off of the master list for that

sample, but circled. The new Block Number of the Replace-

ment Call Record Packet should be added to the master list.

The new Block Number, then, is crossed-off if it yields a

completed interview. If the Replacement Call Record

Packet becomes exhausted before yielding a completed inter-

view%, the Block Number of that Replacement Call Record

Packet should be circled on the master list for that sample

and the bad packet returned to Associates. It will be

replaced following the above procedures.
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7. There are 12 versions of the screener for Samples A and B.

These screeners regulate the age and sex of the selected
respondent in households containing more than one eligible

respondent. These screeners should be thoroughly shuffled,

i.e. used randomly, in or-.:r to avoid violating the

sampling rules.
I ,a

Moni t oring

1. The floor supervisor should check the Call Record Packets

and Questionnaires of completed interviews to determine

that 1) the sampling rules were not violated in the Call

Record Packets, and 2) there are not large blocks of

missing data on the Questionnaires. In last year's study,

there were a large number of Call Record Packet errors,

i.e., skipping to the next telephone number or name before

the previous number or name was exhausted and failure to

begin .ith the first, or target number or name. In addi-
tion. many Questionnaires contained large sections of

missing data. These problems can be solved immediately

if the floor supervisor attempts to check 100 percent of

the materials before the interviewer begins another inter-

view and before the materials go to the field editing staff.

If these errors are corrected early, interviewers will

learn the required procedures faster, and the need to

check 100 percent of the materials should decrease. How-

ever, supervisors should always check the majority of the

materials.

2. The first interviews of each interviewer should be carefully

monitored to ensure that they are being conducted correctly.

Any help needed by the interviewer should be immediately

given by the supervisor. After the supervisor is satisfied

with the interviewer's performance, periodic monitorings

should continue being madr of the interviewer's work. These

periodic monitorings should continue throughout the study.
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3. A system should be set up to enable Associates staff to

monitor actual interviewing from their offices in Philadelphia.

Production

1. It is anticipated that VFIS will have the final form of the

study Questionnaires by October 11, 1979. The Questionnaires

will have been pretested for ease of administration, respon-

dent comprehension and length.

2. Peak interviewing should commence at once. This is espe-

cially important due to the nature of the rigorous callback

procedures. By collecting most of the data in the first

five to six weeks, the remaining data which trickles in

from callbacks can be obtained in the final four to five

weeks.

( 3. It is anticipated that VFIS will have conducted the 4500

interviews by December 10, 1979.

4. In order for ARB to maintain consistent and continuous

data treatment functions, we are requesting the following

bieekly quotas. The quotas are as follows.

Week Cumulative

2nd week = 1500 1500

4th week = 1500 3000

6th week =  750 3750

8th week =  500 4250

10th week = 250 4500

i

S

S
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r APPENDIX A-5 _

The standardized form used for assessing interviewer

work and the associated codes appear in Figures A-5.1 and

A-5.2, respectively.
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FIGURE A-5.2. KEY TO CODES FOR INTERVIEWER ERRORS AND STRONG
POINTS PLACED ON STANDARDIZED ASSESSMENT SHEET

MR: Misread

LA - RA: Response alternative

- WW: Wrong word

- XX: Read response alternatives that should not be read

- PR: Pronunciation

- SK: Omitted word(s)

- AD: Adding word(s)

IP. Incorrect probing

OP: Omitted probing

SKIP: Question skipped in error

EDIT: Editorial comments

ERROR: Marking down (or repeating) a response in error

EMPH: No emphasis of underlined words, conditional/time phrases

GEN: General comment

RSKIP: Read a question that should have been skipped

NRA: Error in repeating response alternatives

XRA: Omitted RA according to rule

RC: Respondent control (e.g., allowing respondent to ask
relatives the questions)

SE: Sampling error

STRONGPOINTS

GP: Very good probing

V: Voice

NONE: No problems

.SNdx ! iN *dNz1Ao9 0 'V ug)f1(joHd314- _~..
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r. APPENDIX A-6

A sample page from a Non-Prior Service packet and

a sample page from a Prior Service packet are shown in

Figures A-6.1 and A-6.2, respectively.

- S

,o

o
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FIGURE A-6. 1. SAMPLE PAGE FROM! A NC-PRIOR SERVICE CALL RECORD PACKET

NO £ BLK 351 CALL DATE TIME INTERV RESULT

# (414) 458-1448 2 ~2 i
3

4

NA By cs CB- A -P- -DTiFr MESW-

am OE Cs 2 A_-- C--2
REFISAL -

1 71819 110117 12 13
N .,, is Bus ELS RSP OTHER INC CPL

i- b ...,i1 I I ISPEC. _
E-CALL DATE TIME INTERV RESULT *

NO. 2 BLK 351 
-16 -

0 (414) 458-14272

3
• ,€_o: --- P-

4
NA BY CB GB -- -= t -lTGiU 1Fi" -

01 OE CB 2 -/ -

REFUSAL

CNwo is us, L U.] S RSP I OTHERl NA
S E

CALL DATE TIME INTERV RESULT
NO. 3 BLK 351 /-

£ (414) 458-1477 2

__3 -:- -

4.
NA BY CB CB I - -

GE CB 2

REF SAL -/ -
1 2 3 5 6 7 a 8 1C11 11 L1NUE DI _ BUs ELS RSP OTHER T I Ikk*INC Ik *. W SPEC. NC CP

I ...................-.. PEC...... l "!

0 CALL DATE TIME INTEkV RE SUL4

.... ,,w.,NO. 4 BLK 351 - -

0 (414) 458-1449 2

3 -- *------I-p-------

NA BY CBC__--TE P"F7

OF. LB 2 A P

REFUSAL .. ....
DS 3 5 6 7 I 8 9 13NWOD BUS IELS _I RSP IOHER I 111 I 1 JINC CPL

_JTSPEC.

3SN3dXl IN3NN8F3AOU IV U-.U(JlIUdd&I
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FIGURE A-6.2. SAMPLE PAGE FROMI A PRIOR SERVICE CALL REXXOD PACKET

NC. 5 BLK.266 STo36 SRVCo 'CALL DATE TIME INTERV RESULT

GONZALELNELSON ANICNIO -I--__"_1-

111-17 167 ST 2
JAMAICA NY 11433 __:

3
ff' . I/ : .

NA By CB CB - T' -THBR T e
DE CB 2 13

REFUSAL
NWO DiS BUS ELS RSP OTHER NC CPL

_i ... ..... 6 ,SPECD _

NCo 6 BLK.266 STo36 SRVCo XALL DATE TIME INTERV RESULT 0

RUIZiROBERT JOSEPH 0' )4*'~

1.132-45 154TH ST JAPAICA 2 , q~~j~
QUEENS NY 11434 -

0 4

NA Y CB CB

OE --- _ C8 2
REFUSAL

1SPEC.'
a L II L LSP IOTHER| LILI)11__

NCo 7 BLKo266 STo36 SRVC. CALL DATE TIME INTERV RESUkT

IBRCOKINS HAROLD MASON I__f
177-17 &45TH RD 2 AP
JAMAICA NY 11434 3 / : -- -

, L.F '/c - I7 - c l 4 --
NA BY CB CB -T--- _/ : TF

/0
* DE CB 2 -7

REFUSAL

NWN a I1S BUS ELS RSPIOTHER a I I= tic CPL

NC* 8 OLKe266 STe'46 SRVCe 1CALL DATE TIME INTEkV RESULT

"...'1 PCDOGNALD ROBERT TILTCN J - -

106-41 PINEGROVE ST ....-
JAMAICA NV 11435 2

g7 3 -- .. . .-
• / -- .L, 4.

NA By CB Ca --

(ItF. LB 2 A P
t REFUSAL -

NWI D1S [BUS ELS RSP jTHEj I NC CPL

3SN3dX-i .N31VN3AO9 IV 030f(1Od3:
.,.. ..
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APPENDIX A-7

The codes used for the Non-Prior Service call records were:

NA No answer

BY Busy

CB Respondent not a home, call back

OE An other effective number which can be called to reach

respondent

1 Non-working number

2 Disconnected number

3 Business listing

5 Refusal - by someone other than the respondent

6 Refusal - by the respondent

0 7 Other (language barrier, hearing problem, illness,

deceased, respondent not at number given, etc.)

8 Termination - no one in household of eligible age

9 Termination - individual was/is in service

10 Termination - individual awaiting basic training

12 Incompleted interview

13 Completed interview

The codes used for the Prior Service call records were identi-

cal to those used for the Non-Prior Service except for the

following:

8 Termination - individual was never in military

S 9 Termination - individual currently in military

10 Termination - individual currently in paid drill status/

Reserves

11 Termination - individual not in 4th, 5th or 6th year of

initial enlistment.

3SN3dX3 IN3VNU3AO9 LV G30OflOd3U
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APPENDIX A-8

I. S

The following tables present detailed analyses of

the final results of the calls attempted during both the

original and modified callback procedures for each sample ]

and subsample, and detailed analyses of the final results

of the calls attempted during only the original callback

procedures for each sample and subsample. These data were

used in the calculation of completion rates. 0

S

'I0
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TABLF A-8.1. DETAILFD ANALYSIS OF ATPTEVED CALLS FOR NDN-PRIOR SERVICE
AND PRIOR SERVICE SAMPLES

NDN-PRIOR SERVICE VETERANS
FINAL RESULTS OF A71'.fVrFD CAIlS N (5)a N

Total number of phone numbers tried 44819 (100) 8091 (100)

* Un sable numbers 14056 (31.4) 414 (5.1) 0
Non-working number 4337 204
Disconnected number 5609 191
Business number 4110 19

Refusal, 2512 (5.6) 406 (5.0)
Refusal by soneone other than 0
respondent 2010 218

Refusal by respondent 499 186
Initial hang-up 3 2

No answer, busy, not at hmye 7534 (16.8) 3975 (49.1)
No ansver 5472 880
Buz% 1094 233 0
Not at home 159 124
Other (e.g., language harrier,

rtspondent not at number given) 809 2738

Respondent not eligible 166 (0.4) 1243 (15.4)
Current or past military participation 135 - 0
Currently awaiting basic training 31
Never in military - 237
Crrently in military 174
Currently in paid drill status!

Res, rve - 211
Not in -4th, 5th, or 6th year - 621 0

Hrnushold not eligible 17763 (39.6) -
Inc,°nplet(d interview 299 (0.7) 112 (1.4)
Completed intervi(w 2,483 (5.6) 1941 (24.0)

0

a) Plruentag,,s my not sum to 100 due to rounding.

0
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TABLE A-8.2. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF AT,114PTED CALLS FOR NON-PRIOR SERVICE AND
PRIOR SERVICE SAMPLES DURING THE ORIGINAL CALLBAQK PROCEDURE

NON-PRIOR SEV ICE VETERANS

FINAL RESULT OF ATTFEPTED CALLS N (%)a N

Total number of phone numbers tried 32408 (100) 5739 (100)

Unusable numbers 10204 (31.5) 288 (5.0)
* Non-working number 3442 147 0

Disconnected nunber 4003 126
Business number 2759 15

Refusals 1912 (5.9) 306 (5.3)
Refusal by someone other than
respondent 1505 161

Refusal by respondent 404 143
Initial hang-up 3 2

No answer, busy, not at home 4406 (13.6) 2706 (47.2)
No answer 3143 494
Busy 640 159
Not at hom 98 60 S
Other (e.g., language barrier,
respondent not at number given) 525 1993

Respondent not eligible 99 (0.3) 917 (16.0)
Current or past military participation 76

Currently awaiting-basic trainjlg 23 -

Never in military -- 179
Currently in military 138
Currently in paid drill status/
Reserves -- 151

Not in 4th, 5th, or 6th year -- 449

Housohold not eligible 13447 (41.5) -- S
Incompleted interview 256 (0.8) 69 (1.2)
Completed interview 2084 (6.4) 1453 (25.3)

a) Percentages nry not sini to 100 due to rounding.
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141TS A-8.3 =IA=IJ N=YSS CF TiM.PT CALLJS R}F MYE PUCR cMICE aMM-FS

0

AR..T "E AIR RRTE Ma~I NAXY NJAEM CITS1 MALES
FTNL FESLTZ OF ATIT, fIf= CALLS NNN 7N
'ibtal nuixxr of ite rariers

Unu-hbr, rter 81 (5.0) 83 (4.9) £5 (4.7) 42 (5.7)
~Na-wxicing n~rPy-r 43 43 45 24
D iscometec rulzer 35 37 437 16
alinazEnuite 3 3 5 2

Pfsc;91 (5.6) 85 (5.1) 105 (5.2) 34 (4.6)
Rufusal bv su-mny otlyer than
risDrrm 5 42 58 1

Fftmi 1 tY raxnit 31 43 47 16
Initial arg-up 20 0 0

* N am 'er, ix.,, mlt at Iry 733D (45.6) 752 (44.7) 972 (47.8) 330 (48.4)
1,b answr 184 1(33 MZ3 91

50: 47 58 30
ot at 1=, 35 20:2 19

Otr (e.g., lanpiij, lirrier,
rupxii~t rvnt at rmrb-r
giwm) -467 519 a 22

Rbqmn ritttrg) l 234 (14.5) 32 (17.4) 3D4 (19.4) 89 (12.0)
Ozrnnt (r past rilltarv

Or -ti nz t av tir 1ad

traing --
11 >vurrin militar.- 47 47 51 18s

Omr-ctlv in ia 42 'U 47 14
Oirrt itly in mnid drill
stat~' F-31 34 C-5 8

1 kt in 4thJ , 5th , or 6tL LU 18 231 49

thn~iklr mt elig ihbk - -

* rITY'T!Iit~rP 5 (1.6) 19 (1.1) 33 (1.3) 14 (1.9)
(Irpk(ti iI intonvP'k 4 1c, (257. 45-2 (X3.9) 41p? (21.7) 2D4 (27.5)

a) p~-~tg- M* tnt afl to 100 (- to rrniy
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TABLE A-8.4. DETAI-FA) XNALYSIS OF ATThtvED CALLS FOR FEMALE PRIOR SERVICE SUBSA,.MPLES

r _0

ARMY FE ALES AIR FORCE FMALES NAVY FEIALES

FINXML RES1LT OF A=rr. r .IY CMLS N (7_ N (F)a N
Total number of phone numbers

Lr!(( 631 (100) 727 (100) 660 (100) 0

Unusablo numlxW,- 28 (4.4) 44 (6.1) 41 (6.2)
Non-wrnkin numWr 17 17 15
Di sconno td numl.br 11 22 25
Bus in(s,-s number 0 5 1

Refuisal- 32 (5.1) 31 (4.3) 28 (4.2)

Refusal by saieone other than
respondent 19 15 11

Refusal by respondent 13 16 17

Initial hang-up 0 0 0

No answer, busy, not at hor, 356 (56.4) 423 (58.2) 376 (57.0) 0
No ansver 58 77 71

Bu.' 17 19 12
No* at hoy, 11 5 6
Othr (e.h. ]anKvmr< I rrier,

respon int not at.-number given) 270 322 287

,-Respontint not eli gil, 58 (9.2) 79 (10.9) 97 (14.7)

Current or past military
participation

Currently awaitin- basc
training - -

Never in military 17 28 29 0
Dirrfntly in military 12 13 16

Currently in paid rirll status,'
Pserw 20 12 19

Not i 4th, 5thi, or (6thi year 9 26 33

Hiou,, iold not el igih, -- -- --

Inrcopl,,tr i intkrvi"v 11 (1.7) 6 (0.8) 11 (1.7)
Cnploterd int(,rviw 146 (23.1) 1441 (19.8) 107 (16.2)

a) pXr ,enta,.,s may rv t sum t,) 100 due to rounding. •

*
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TA&FI A-8.5. LXPID AMIAYSIS CF ATIIM'D CAIL HTI{ !AlfF PRI' ICE W~aPlll3
LLRIN3 (iRIGINAL CUAG,1 PRIUL

7Ibtal rnrixTr of pkmw rnrtx -i

Unuai;ble rul-r-, 50 (4.8) 1i (4.7) ffi (4.5) 2B (5.6)

Iimtiriuivvr 24 -X- :31 9
llfivir* nd-rhjr 3 ~ 3 4 2

64fu~s& (5.2) 2 (5.4) 75 (5.2) 23 (5.6)

r~x~t 1)3(3 41 150
R~~i 1 n25~r 36 34 13

Initial 1iir -up 0 0 0

'k) xanr, busy, not at lurrr. 534 (43.7) 589 (43.9) aZ~ (46.2) "M (45.1)
.4 artsw-r i~fi 11:3 131 50

IAC"41 39 1 1-9
N)t at Ila 1 1 139

rt -xmknt ru-t at rnIAX'
A~)31 433 492 147

f~n~ triM. eligibbi' 186 (15.2) '-')) (17.1) a)4 (D4 5(30

p~rit r ;x t iontir

Cxrnntly awmitir nst
tnui nirv,

Ne'ill n1LliLu*y A) 37 41 14
QZr"Itly in Titv3 3(3 11

4] irrmtly in jmud driLl
Id34), 5

")t in 4th , 5th , or Ci)tl iu (13 141 ii)3

fht-4iocl wt li~h' - -

1rxTxj)1Uotfl infteiiW 14 (1.2) 1G (1.2) 13 (1.0) 8 (1.63)
Wrulftui intirrvhv- :T) (a).9) 37 3.7) Th (a2.6) 145 (a). 1)

a) m ~ -ny rut .4r toIM chit du ) ruidhr4.
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TA'BLE A--8.f-. DETAILI) ANALYSIS OF A,"TEMPTEL) CALLS FOR, FEMALE PRIOR SERVICE SUBSA.MPLES
DUE I . OR.IG INAL CALLIBACK PRO)CEDUREL

ARM',Y FEMALES AIR FORCE FEMALES NAVY FEMALES
FINAL RESULT OF ArPEM1PTI-l) CALL N (7%)L N ( %>b) N %
Total number of phone mnbers tried 390 (100) 439 (100) 409 (100)

Unusable numbers 23 (5.9) 26 (5.9) 24 (5.9)
Lf ' )tn-workli, nijnbe-r 14 12 7

1)iscjnnrtt-c numhii* 9 12 16
W~nes umer0 2 1

Re sls22 (5.6) 21 (4.8) 22 (5.4)
5%,~. vS(T*n ott to r ti ian

1.tso~fr 14il 9 70
hy fua L esix)tkiertt 8 12 15

Initial liang;-up 0 0 0

Le n-swf 1', Los'y, niot at o-ne 215 (55.1) 259 (59.0' 221 (54.0)
~ ns' r35 30 27
Buy8 8 6

.tat 3 1 1

rtsy ) itnot at nurther' given) 1(39 20187

rt l(t elii1 34 (8.7) 45 (10.2) 64 (15.6)
Curr' it (-)I pas-t nilitarNy

Ix r t ic i pat. , ()n -- -- --

Lurrenly ~.itingbasistrain ins. ----,
evrin m1iar1513 17

Cuirrent 1v in m IltaryV 1 10 14
C'ur ~n I:in pa i i cf!,i11 stutJs/

Reevt ~8 8 13
Not in 4t,5th, or (')th year G 12 200

Ineo(mpleted- interivifew G (1.5) 3 (0.7) 7 (1.7)
Umplotfed intoftrviev.; 90 (2:3. 1) 85 (19.4) 71 (17.4)

a) ertnti iav riot tU) loo due to) roun n
-)un in6
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APPENDIX A-9

r0

Tables A-9.1 and A-9.2 indicate the number of respondents

terminating the interview at each question number, as well as the

content and type of question involved. Those questions requiring

alist of statements to be rated or having a list of statements

which are repeated from the previous question are noted.

.S

S1

* S

.!

S1
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TABLE A-9.1. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF TERMINATION POINT FOR INCOMPLE
INTERVIEWS - NON-PRIOR SERVICE SAMPLES 0

QUESTION NUMBER
NTIBER CONTENT TYPEa TERMINATIIG3

2-6 Educational History 9
. 7-12 Employment History 25

13 Propensity to Enlist 6
14 Contact with Guard Unit 1
15 Social Influencers 7
16-19 Advertising Issues 22
20-25 Apply/Length of Enlistment/Bonus 29 0
26-27 Perceptions of Employers 41
28 Attitudes (Set 1) L 39
29-30 Spare Time Activities L 40
31 Behavioral Intentions 10
32 Life Goals (Importance) L 11
33 Life Goals (Achievability) L,R 13 S
34 Perceptions about Guard/Reserve L 22
35 Favorability of Perceptions L,R 13
36-37 Issues Related to Registration 3
38 Attitudes (Set 2) L 6
39 Women's Lib (Females only) 0

* 40 Tuition Assistance 0 0
41-48 Family History 1
49 Component Similarities 1
50-54 Personal History 0

299

a) L = Questions requiring a list of statements to be rated.
R = The list of statements to be rated is repeated from the previous question.

-, .

* ..
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TABLE A-9.2. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF TERMINATION POINT FOR INCIMP1ErE
INTERVIEWS - PRIOR SERVICE SAMPLE

QUESTION NUMBER

NU, BER CONTENT Typ___ TERMINATING -0

2-6 Educational History 4
7-12 Work History 21
13 Propensity to Enlist 6
14 Contact with Guard Unit 2
15 Advertising Issues 0 0

16 Apply/Length of Ehlistment 2
17-23 Prior Military History 9
24-25 Recruiting Literature/Bonus 2
26-27 Perceptions of Employer 9
28 Attitudes (Set 1) L 14
29-30 Spare Time Activities L 12
31 Behavioral Intentions 4
32 Life Goals (Importance) L 3
33 Life Goals (Achievability) L,R 8
34 Perceptions about Guard/Reserve L 5
35 Favorability of Perceptions L,R 7
36-37 Issues Related to Registration 0
38 Attitudes (Set 2) L 0
39 Wcmen's Lib (Females Only) 0
40 Tuition Assistance 3
41-48 Family History 0
49 Component Similarities 0
50-54 Personal History 1 
55 Local Unit 0

112

a) L = Questions requiring a list of statements to be rated.
R = The list of statements to be rated are repeated fran the previous question.

* "1
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i.sociates for Pesearch in BehaVior, Inc. Job #8894

I 1 Market Street
,Ladelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 01B f22--RG407"I r 0 #3M First screener MHl

( A)_diti_ _l s_ener W
S. ?D.T'S SXSEQ#

ENuSln-,r S=DY - NoS &n - SCiXN 1
16TIo, I'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research owpany in Philadelphia.
-'m doing a study among young nen and , age 171 to 26, for the Federal Goverrnent and
ild like to have y opinion.

Are there any young ren or young wonen in your household between the ages of 17) and 26?
iC )Yes 2( ) No (END INTERVIEW--CUIE 8) 0

IT 'YES:
4 iowny ven age 17 to 26 are there living in your household?

D( ) None (#Id NEXT) 3( ) Three C ) Six or ore
i )One 4 ) Four WRITE IN NUMBER 0
2( )2Two 5( )Five

What are the na7es and ages of each man in your household age 17 to 26? Please give re
the youngest first, then the next youngest, etc. RECORD NA AND AGE BELOW, STARTING WITH
7- YOUNGEST IN ORDER TO OLDEST.

IF NUMBI IN MALE SELCTIC BOX 0
NA Z AGE W IS: INTERVIEW PERSON 9:

2. __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

. 5

7. 7

How many woren age 17 to 26 are there living in your household?

0( )None (#.f NEXT) 3( )Three ( )Six or nwre
2 ) One C ) Four WRITE IN NU R
2( )Two 5( )Five

a. Rat are 'the nares and ages of each woran in your household age 17 to 26? Please give we
-the youngest first, then the next youngest, etc. RECORD NkME XD AGE BELOW, STARTING WITH
M YOUNGEST IN ORDER TO OLDEST.

IF NUMBER IN FEIALE SELECTION BOK
NA AS: HH IS: INTERVIEW PERSON W:

2. 2__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __

3. 3 1

6. 4

IF ONLY MEN OR ONLY WOE IN HOUSEHOLD, CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX ABOVE TO SEE WMCH PESON
TO MTERVIEW. ASK TO SPEAK TO THAT PERSON.
IF BOTH MEN AND W0IEN IN HOUSEHOLD, CHEC 4MM~OX TO SEE WHICH PERSON TO INTERVIEW.
ASK £0 SPsAK WITH THAT PERSON.

- OVER - S
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SCRMER -. 2 2--=
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Vg. iM APPRDPRIATE PERSON IS ON PHONE, READ: 4--

lIello, I'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research coizpany in
ftlladeIphia. We're doing a study among young men and women, age 173 to 26,
tor the Federal Government and would like to have your opinion.

RF- =ad are you? SA . __ -0

32- a( )17; 6( )22 IOCNJ. 6-
( )18 V 23 7-
3( )19. 8( 2

J4( )20 9( )25 -
5( ) 21 0( ) 26 10-=*11-- 'N"

Are you now or have you ever been in the active military service, or the National Guard
or Reserves in a paid drill status?

.1( ) Yes (ARRANGE TO SPEAK WITH NEXT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF SAME SEX LISTED ABOVE.
USE NEW SCREENER, STARTING WITH #1g. IF NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MDBER OF
SAMZ SEX IN AGE GROUP, ASK TO SPEAK TO PERSON OF OPPOSITE SEX. 0HMC 0
BOX TO SEE WHICH HOUSEHOLD MMER OF OPPOSITE SEX TO INTERVIEW.

IF NO OTHER ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD, DD ITERVI --= E_9)
2( ) No

N]ave you been accepted by the active military service or the National Guard or Reserves
and are currently awaiting basic training?

V. ) Yes (ARRANGE TO SPEAK WITH NEXT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF SAME SEX LISTED ABOVE.
USE NEW SCREET71a, STARTING WITH #1g. IF NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD FOSMER OF
SAME SEX IN AGE GROUP, ASK TO SPEAK TO PERSON OF OPPOSITE SEX. CjECK
BOX TO. SEE W.ICH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF OPPOSITE SEX TO INTERVIEW.

IF NO OTHER ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD, END INTERVIEW--CE 10)
2( )No

. .Mt is the last year of school or college you completed?

13- 1( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocational school/training after high school
4( ) One year of college
5( ) To years of college
6( ) Three years of college
7( ) Four years of college
8( ) Post graduate work

14- 1( )JMale 2( ) Female
-15-25 (0) 0

PHONE
E ss S

____STATE ZIP

*Rvn, pDATE_

i S



Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 Market Street Job # 894
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 CMB # 22-0407

EiISTh'r STUDY NPS SAMPLE

Y 'our household has been chosen by chance. Any information you give us is held completely
confidential by our firm. Participation in the survey is voluntary and there will be no 0
consequences for failure to respond to any particular questions.

2. Are you currently attending any type of school or college?

1( ) Yes (#4NXT) 2( ) NoW
3. IF ND:

Are you planning to attend any type of school or college in the next year or so?

27- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No (#7a NEXT) 0( ) Not applicable

.4. IF YES IN #2 OR #3:
1hat type of school are you attending/planning to attend? 0

?3- 1( ) High school
2( ) Vocational training school after high school (#6a NEXT)
3( ) Two-year college (06a NEXT)
4( ) Four-year college (#6a NEXT)
5( ) Graduate or professional school (Gb NEXT)
9( ) Don't know (#7a NET)
0( ) Not applicable

5a. IF HIGH S(HOL:
Do you plan to go. on to vocational training or college after high school?

29- 1( )Yes (#7a NEXT) 9( ) Don't know (#7a NEXT) 0
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

Sb. IF NO:
Did you have technical training in high school - in shop courses, that is?

39- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know # Ee W
2( ) No O( ) Not applicable

6a. IF CDLLE OP VOCATICtaL TRAININ IN #4:
Hbw many courses are you taking/planning to take per semester?

31- ( ) One 5( ) Five
2( )To 6( )Six or more
3( )Three 9( ) Don't know
4( )Four O( ) Not applicable

6b. What is/was/will be your major?

31_ l( ) English; literature
2( ) Foreign language or literature
3( ) Psychology; sociology; anthropology
4( ) Economics; political science
5( ) Biology
6( ) Mathertics; computer science; information science
7( ) Physics; chemistry

( ) Engineering: SPECIFY T'xE
( ) Double major or other: SPECIFY

'3( ) None; undecided; not sure
D( ) Not applicable
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6c. Are you/will you be using any kind of financial assistance?

3 34- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't know
; 2( )No O( ) Not applicable

7a. Are you currently employed outside your home?

35- ( ) Yes 2( )No (#ll NEXT)

7b. IF YES:
About how big is the company you work for? Would you say that the total number
of people who work for it is:

3._ 1( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or2( ) 2 -0, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( ) 11 -100, 9( )Don't know

_ 4( ) 101 - 1,000 0( ) Not applicable
0

7c. Now, think about just the office or store or factory in which you yourself ame
located. Are the number of people working there for your company:

37- 1( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( )2 - 10, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( )1 -100, 9( )Don't know
4( ) 101 - 1,000, 0( ) Not applicable

8a. I w many hours a week do you regularly work?_________________________
& IF 49 OR MORE, Q. 9 NE

8b. IF 48 OR FMCRT2 HOMP:
Have you been looking for a second job or another way to increase your income?

40- l( ) Yes O ) Not applicable
0- 2( )No

9) 9. How satisfied are you with your present job? Are you:

41- 1( ) Very satisfied, 3( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, 4( ) Very dissatisfied?

0( ) Not applicable

10. How long have you been employed there? 21
42- 1( )Less than 6months 3( ) 1 - 5 years

2( ) 6 months - 11 months 4( ) More than 5 years
0( ) Not applicable

SKIP TO Q. 12 NEXT.

11. IF ',TI C VRFNMLY EM OPMYE IN Q. 7a:
Are you looking for work?

43- ( )Yes 2( )No
O( ) Not applicable

12. Hbm. difficult do you think it is for someone in your type of work to find a job

where you live? Is it:

114- 1( ) Very difficult, 3( ) Som-wat easy, or
2( ) Sc nehat difficult, 4( ) Very easy?

9( ) Don't know
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13. Now I'm going to read you a list of several things which young people your age might
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me hcow likely it is
that you will be doing that. For instance, how likely is it that you would be
(READ SrATMElY')? Would you say definitely, probably, probably not, or definitely
not? 0

Probably Definitely Not
Definitely Probably Not Not Sure

a. Working in a factory l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-45
b. Working at a desk in a business

office l( 2(• 3( 4( 9 -4
c. Working as a salesperson l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) -4 9-

FOR SATLAME'TS d THRCUGH i, START WIMh
STARRED ITMIB FIRST; ROTATE '11RU REIAINDER.

d. Serving in the ArM, National Guard l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) ) -.4
e. Serving intheAirNationalGuard 1( 2( 3( 4( ) 9 - 1 0
f. Serving in the ArnW Reserve ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( -0
g. Serving in the Air Force Reserve i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
b. Serving in the Marine Corps Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
i.~ Serving in the Navy Reserve l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() 9( 2

STATE-NIT j IS ALWAYS ASKED LAST. 0

J. Serving in the active military 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -54

14. Have you ever:

a. Sent for recruiting literature from the
National Guard/Reserves? l( ) Yes 2( ) No -55

b. Attended an open house for a National
Guard/Reserve unit in your area? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -56

c. Gone to a recruiting center to talk
about joining the Active Forces? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -57

d. Gone to a recruiting center to talk 0
about joining the National Guard/Reserves? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -53

15a. Have you ever talked with your parents, brothers or sisters, spouse, friends, or
employer about joining the military?

59- 1 Yes 2( No #16a NET
3() Don't recall

.!

S
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15b. IF YES IN #15a:
Was that ith your: 15c. FOR EACH "YES" IN Q. 15b, ASK:

F Q. 15b Was your (NAME PERSON) mostly positiver Yes No LA or mostly negative about your joining?

Q. 15c
Positive Negative Mixed N/A

ohrFather 9. 12 38s fred9() l(C) 2( 3( 8 -

Spote, fiahce or 9( l) :)6

Other friends ()() 9( ) ( ) 2( )3( 8 ()i

Brothers or sisters () () 9() l() 2() 3() 8()E loyer ()() 9( ) ( ) 2( )3( 8 ()

16a. Bave you seen any ads for the military services in the past three months?

66- 1( )Yes 2( No
9( ) Don't know

1b. IF YES:

Which service v&ere they advertising? (CHECK ALL MENTIONE)
67-1( ) Am- 73-7( ) Several services (but not all)
5 -2( ) Navy 1/4---- )Other

-3( ) Marines WRITE IN
L9-4( )Air Force Z59( )Don'tknow
L3-5( Coast Guard /6- ( ) Not applicable
14-6( ) All the services 78-(I) l-q (DUP)

16c. Were those you saw for the Active Forces, the National AUarcl, or the Reserves?
(CHKX ALL MFNTIONU))

-1( )Active Forces 39( Do]n't know
2() National Guard -O( ) Not applicable

-3( ) Reserves

16d. What sorts of reasons did the ads give you for joining?. CHECK ALL MENTIONE)

O-l( ) Jobs or training
. -2( )Pride
- ) Travel

-4 Mo~ney or other direct benefits
) Educational benefits

() Other

a9d Don't know WRITa N

1; Not applicable

17. IF "JOBS OR TRAINING" Wn'rIONED, READ PARENTHESES:
(As you mentioned) A number of ads for the military concentrate on the jobs and the
training available. When you think of the National Guard or the Reserves, how true
do you think the ads really are? Would you say that the National Guard/Reserves
offer:

13- 1( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) Some variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all? 0
9( ) Don't know
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18. E, about for a person like yourself - do you think that, considering your skills

and your interests, you would find in the National Guard/Reserve:

19- l( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) Some variety, but not great variety,

S3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all?
9( Don't know

19. If you were to consider joining the National Guard or the Reserves, do you think

you'd be looking for:

20- ( ) A specific job or training progrmn, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Just to see what jobs are offered, or
3( ) For nothing in particular?

2D. Did you ever actually apply to join the National Guard or Reserves?

21- 1( )Yes 2( )No S

21. Do you have a health problem which you think might prevent your joining Lie
military?

22- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 9( ) Don't know

22. IF YES, FAD PAR =T:F.{SES"
(Assuming that your health were all right), Do you think you would qualify to

join the railitary?

23- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 9( ) n'tkow

3 a. The requirenents and benefits of the Active Military, the National Guard, and the 0

Reserves vary sanshtat.

For how long do you think you usually have to enlist, if you join the (NAME UNIT)?

Active Military National Guard/Reserves

1 1() 25- 1(
2 years 2( 2(
3 years 3() 3()

4 years 4() 4()
5 years 5() 5(
6 years 6() 6()

Other: WRITE IN _
Don't know 9()9

23b. The current length of time for enlistment in the Guard/Reserve is six years.

How likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you had to sign up for

2 years - would you:
26- 1( )Definitely enlist, 3( ) Probably not enlist, or

2( ) Probably enlist, 4( ) Definitely not enlist?
9( ) Don't know

0 0

j



24. How long is the period of active duty for initial training when you join the
Nat ional Guard 'Reserve?

r 27- l( )None 5( )13 mnths to 2 years
2( ) Less than 3 months 6( ) More than 2 years
3( )3 to 6 months 9( )Don't know
4( )7 to 12 mnths

25. Iow likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive
0 (.vm ITM) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,

or definitely not enlist? 0
ENLIST NOT ENLIST

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely DK

a. A $,000bonus l( ) 2() 3() 4() 9
b. A $1,500 bonus 1() 2() 3() 4( ) 9(
c. A $2,0oo bonus 1() 2() 3() 4() 9() 3

26a. Do you think it wuld help you in a civilian job if you were to be a member of
the National Guard or the Reserves?

31- 1( ) Yes 2( )No 9( ) Don't kn w

26b. Do you think an employer would hold a job for saeone who was away in active duty
training with the National Guard or the Reserves for 3 to 6 mnths?

3?- 1( )Yes 2( )No 9( ) Don't know

2c. If an erployer did hold a position open, would the erployee lose all of his or
her seniority from a company during the training period for the National Guard 0

or the Reserves?

33- 1( ) Yes 2( )No 9( ) Don't know

rF yRESPDo. 7 IS NOT EPLO7ED (Q. 7a, PAGE 2), SKIP TO Q. 28.

27a. IF RESPDZ)N IS EPLOYED.
Does your ccpan. have a specific policy about National Guard or Reserves

pa.rticipation?

34- l( )Yes 9( )Don't know

2( )No ,( ) Not applicable

27b. With regard to Guard/Reserve participation, would you say the company is:

l( ) Positive, 9( ) Don't know35- 2( ) Neutral, or 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Negative?

27c. Have you ever talked with any supervisor about conpany policy on this, or has any
supervisor ever talked with you?

36- l( ) Yes 91 ) Don't know (#28 NEXT)
2( ) No (#28 NEXT) 0( ) Not applicable

27d. IF YES:
Would you say your supervisor was:

37 l( ) Positive, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Neutral, or O( ) Not applicable
3( )Negative?
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28. Now I'm going to read you a list of statements. As I read each one, please tellme If you strongly agree with the statement, somewhat agree, neither agree nor
disagree, scnewthat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. READ LIST.

AGREE DISAGREE
Strongly Somewhat Neither Screwhat Strongly

a. It's important for our 'country to
be able to use military force in
its relations with other countries. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -33b. I like to become involved in projectsI.in my commity. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5X ) -39

c. People look up to a person in the
uniform of the National Guard or
Reserves. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -4)

d. It's more fun to play team sports
than individual sports. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -41e. Our country is too militaristic. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-4

f. A nation should always be ready to
fight. ( ) 2() 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-43g. I like to belong to organizations
or groups which help me find more
interesting things to do than
being on n, own. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -44h. I've always liked the idea ofwearing a uniform. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-45

1. The National Guard is a place to
K meet good friencks, and make lasting

friendships. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )- 5
J. It is unnecessary for us to spend

billions and billions of dollars each
year for military preparations. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-47

k. The National Guard and the Reserves
are highly respected in my conunity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-48"1. The military life is a pretty lonely
one. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-49

m. The National Guard or Reserves offers
an opportunity to become involved
in projects in my comunity. U( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-59n. I would be proud to be a member of
the National Guard or Reserves. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-51

o. In my spare time I prefer doing
things with others rather than
being by myself. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-52
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29. Now I'd like you to think about a normal week in your life. About how often
do you get a chance to just relax for three or four hours in a rvw - to do
what you want without having to catch up on chores from your job or your home?
A chance to do what you %ant for a few hours at a stretch - without having
to take care of things or see people you don't want to? Would you say this S
happens:

53- ( ) Every week,, 4( ) Hardly ever, or
2( ) Almost every week, 5( ) Never?
3( .) Once or twice a month, 9( ) Don't know

3 h. hen you do have a chance to do what you want, what sorts of activities do you
like? As I read each of these activities, tell me if it is scmething you like
very much, scmething you like a little bit, scmething you don't particularly
care about one way or the other, or something you dislike altogether. READ LIST

LIKE Don' t DK/
Very Particularly Never
Much A Little Care About Dislike Tried

a. Snow skiing 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
b. Volleyball 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
c. Meal preparation 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
d. Reading a novel 1() 2() 3() 4() 9() 1
e. Fisn l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
f. Gardening 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
g. Watching a football game 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
h. Reading about medicine l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

* i. Dining out 1 ) 2() 3() 4() 9( 2
3. Participating in religious

activities l() 2() 3() 4() 9( 3
k. Doing crossword puzzles i( ) 2( ) 3() 4() 9()..
1. Studying the stock market l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) 5.
m. Reading about foreign countries 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
n. Hunting 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( 7
o. Going to a movie 1( ) 2( ) 3() 4()

p. Visiting friends l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9()
q. Fixing up a car or motorcycle 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
r. Working with a youth group l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
s. Playing cards with friends 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
t.Going to a disco() 2() 3() 4() 9(
ii. Working for a political or

social cause 1() 2() 3() 4() 9() ~
v. Cwmping out l() 2() 3() 4() 9()
w. Shooting the breeze with friends l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) 6

77-79
80

1-4 (DUP)
.9

II
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31. Now I want you to think of the various things you migt try or look into daring
the next six months. As I read each of the following, please tell me whether
it is something you feel you are very likely to do in the next six months, somewhat
likely to do, might or might not do, are somewhat unlikely to do, or are very

r unlikely to do. READ LIST LIIEY UNIKELY Don't

Very Somewhat Neither Somewhat Very 1Cnow

a. Send for literature about the
military forces. 1( ) 2() 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-5

b. Talk to a recruiter for one of
the military services. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-6

z- Look for a job, or look to change
jobs. 1(U 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( 9 ( )-7

. Take a physical or written test
for military service. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-3

e. ook for a way to change the
routine in your life. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )_9

1. Look for a way to make some extra
iznney in your spare time. l() 2( ) 3() 4( 5( )9()-1

.32. People give various reasons for wanting to do different things with their spare

time. As I read each of the following, please tell me how important or unimportant

the rea n would be to you personally for deciding to do a particular thing -

sould it be very important, somewhat important, neither inportant nor unimportant,
somewhat unimportant, or very uninortant to you personally. READ LIST

I_ _____ _ INIMPORTANT Don' t

Very Somextat Neither Somewhat Very Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-11
b. The opportunity to serve ty

coTmmnity. i() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9()-)
c. Gaining recognition and status. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( )-
e. Learning leadership skills. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
f. Meeting new kinds of people. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() 5() 9()-16

33. Now as I read you this list of statements again, please tell me if you think you
would be more likely to accanplish each if you enlisted in the National Guard or
Reserves, or more likely to accormplish it by some other part-time job or activity.
Would the National Guard or the Reserves - or another job or activity be nuch more
likely, or somehat more likely to offer: READ LIST Other Part-Time

Guard/Reserves Job/Activity Dbn't
Much Somewhat Neither Somewhat Much Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() 5( 9( )-17
b. The opportunity to serve Wy

corunity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( )-1_c. Gaining recognition and status. I() 2( ) () 4 ()9(.-

d. Learning a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9()
e. Learning leadership skills. ( ) 2( ) 3() 4( ) 5( ) 9( )

f. Meeting new kinds of people. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(

0

S
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4. lf you wre to join the National Guard or the Reserves, would the following things be
likely or unlikely to occur? As I read each statement, please tell me whether it

-would be likely to occur or unlikely to occur? READ LIST.

r TiO OOCxRD
Likely Unlikely Not Sure

. ot being able to earn extra . 1(a iC ) 2( ) 9( )-23
,losing a chance to progress toward a9()2

solid job and job security. 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) -24
E ngaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. 1() 2( ) 9( )-25
wl. Taking too much time away from your

family during drills. 1() 2() 9()-26
Being with "losers." () 2( ) 9(
Taking too much time away from your
personal and social activities. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-28

"T. Raving military supervisors who would
hassle or harrass you. i) 2() 9( )29

Z. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-3
IL Having problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve obligations. () 2() 1)-1
-J. learning self-discipline. 1() 2( ) (
ac. Getting a chance to travel. ( ) 2( ) )( •
L Ha-ing a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 9(
n. losing a chance for educational progress. 1( ) 2( ) 9(
M. .Not having much spare time. 1() 2() 9(.--
o. Obtaining useful training. 1() 2() 9(

5. Now as I read each of these statements again, please Tell me whether it is something 0
you'd like very much, something you'd like somewhat, sormthing you'd dislike scnewhat,
something you'd dislike very much, or scrething you'd neither like nor dislike. READ LIST.

LIKE DISLIKE
Very Somewhat Neither Somewhat Very 1K

A. Not being able to earn extra onev. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-38 0
t,. Losing a chance to progress toward a

solid job and job security. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( ) -39
z. Engaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( ).40
.Wd. Taking too much time away from your

family during drills. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( )9( )-4 0
-e. Being with "losers." 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-41
1 . Taking too much time away from your

personal and social activities. 3( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-43
g. Having military supervisors who would

hassle or harrass you. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( ). :(4
.h. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-V 0
1. Raving problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve
obligations. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9(

J. Learning self-discipline. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )_
A. Getting a chance to travel. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-M:
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-49
w. Losing a chance for educational

progress. 1( 2 3 ( ( 9
n. Not having much spare time. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
to. Obtaining useful training. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( -2

S(
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36a. A number of people have been discussing a law requiring all men to register for
the draft, when they are 18 years old. Hobw would you personally feel about such
a requirement, if it meant only that the young men would have to register, but

[ there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency? Would you be:

53- ( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Somewhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

D 36b. Hm. would. you feel if the requirement applied not only to men at age 18, but also
to women? .If the requirnent were that all young people are required to register 0
but there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency, would you be:

54- 1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Somewhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't 'know

36c. How about draft registration, together with a requirement that all young people
would have to participate in same sort of national service? If sar, people could
choose to join some commity service organization, such as Vista or the
Peace Orps, and those who wanted could choose the military forces, bow would you

-:- react to the requirement? Would you be:

55. 1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Sc.newhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

36d. Finally, if you yourself had to register for a draft, and you knew some people
would actually be drafted, would you:
56- l( ) Join the Active Military,

2( ) Join the National Guard or the Reserves, or
3( ) Take your chances that you %vuldn't be drafted?

( ) Other
WRITE IN

9( ) In't know 0

37. Would you say that military danger from other countries to the United States
right now is:

1( ) Very high, 3( ) Sofewhat low, or
57- 2( ) Scne~ mt high, 4( ) Very lc ?

9( ) Don't know
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v I'm going to read you one last list of statements. As I read each one, please
tell me if you strongly agree with the statement, somewhat agree, neither agree
nor disagree, somehat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. READ LIST

AGEE DISAGREE
Strongly Somewhat Neither Somewhat Strongly

a- You can't trust the government, because
their policies are always changing. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-53

b. 'There are too many choices a young
person hsto make in today's world. l 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-59

r- Politicians and bureaucrats don't care
about the people they' re supposed 0to serve, U( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-69

d. Military officers don't care about the
people vho have to serve under them. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5 )-61

e. My family sometimes doesn't understand
my style of life. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-62

f. You can't trust the military because 0
their policies are always changing. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-63

C. There are very few jobs really urthdoing. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( X ( 6)6

h. I feel ready to settle down. I() 2() 3( ) 4() 5()
1. Women do not have the physical strength

and endurance to be military personnel. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-66 0
J. The military life is a good influence

on most young people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-67
k. Women think less clearly than men,

and are more emotional. l() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-63
1. Women in the Natibnal Guard or the

Reserves can fill a vital function 0

as menrbers of corat-ready units. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-69
m. Women have a tougher time adjusting

to military life than do men. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-70
U. Women in the military are less

feinine than other women. 1() 2() 3() 4( ) 5()-71
0. Bmployers value people who have had

military training. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )72
P. It's really important for women to have

the same opportunities as men. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-73

IF RSUO IS MALE, SKIP TO 40.

39a. IF RESPONDF17r IS FO1LUE:
How do you feel about Women's Lib? Are you:

74- 1( ) Strongly in favor of it, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Some%4hat in favor, 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Somehat opposed, or
4( ) Strongly opposed to it?

39b. If you were in the military, would you personally want a job that has usually been
a n 's?

75- l( )Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable
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40. lm: likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive

(NAME ITMI2) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
r or definitely not enlist?

ENLIST NOT ENLIST Don't-

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely Know

a. Tuition assistance of $500 per year,
for up to 4 years. 1 l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-76

b. Tuition assist-ince of $750 per year,
* for up to 4 years. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )"77

c- Tuition assistance of $f,000 per
year, for up to 4 years. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-73

43a. And now a few questions for classification purposes. Are you living with your

parents?

79- 1( ) Yes 2( )No

41b. Are you: 0O-(3); 1-4 (DuP)

5- 1( ) Married, 3( ) Widowed, divorced, or (#41d N=IT)
2( ) Single, (#41d NEXT) 4( ) Separated? (#42 NEXT)

4Uc. IF MARRIED: S
Is your spouse working?

5- I( )Yes (#42 2( No(42 NM ) O( )Not applicable

41d. IF SINGLE, WIXWED, OR DIVORCED IN *41b:

Are you planning to get married in the next 12 months? 0

7- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

42. Do you own your own hcme?
8- I( ) Yes 2( )No

43. What was the last grade of school or college your father copleted?

91 l( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Sam college
5( ) College graduate or more
9( ) Don't know

44a. During ost of your first ten years of life, did you live:

1( ) On a farm, (#45a NEXT) 9( ) No one place (#45a NEXT)
2( ) In a town,
3( ) In a suburb, or
4( ) In a city?

44b. Approximately what was its population?

1( ) Under 1,000 6( ) 500,000 to 999,999
2( ) 1,000 to 9,999 7( ) 1 million or over
3( ) 10,000 to 49,999 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 50,000 to 99,999 0( ) Not applicable
5( ) 100,000 to 499,999

I
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45a Was your father a career military nan?

12- ( ) Yes 2( )No #45cN=x
9( ) Don't know

45b. IF YES:

45bo do you think he wou!. rate his military career - would you say be was; S

13- 1( ) Very satisfied, 4( ) Somvehat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied?
( ) Neither satisfied nor 9( ) Don't know

dissatisfied, 0( ) Not applicable

45d. Eave any other close relatives been career military personnel?

14- 1( ) Yes 2( )No J*46 NEX
9( ) Don't kncm

45d. IF YES:
Who was that? CHECK ALL MEirIONED

5 - 1( Mottherr5( )Spouse
-2( ) Uncle or aunt 6( ,Cousin

3() Brother or sister 7() Stepfather or steprother
- 4( ) Grandparent 24- 8( ) Father-in-law/mrther-in-law

2th- WRITE IN j
25- o( ) Not applicable

46. _What was the last grade of school or college your mother coupleted?

1( ) Less than high school graduate
- () High school graduate

3( ) Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Some college
5( ) College graduate or more
9( ) Don't know

47. Excluding yourself, how nany dependents do you have?

27- 1( ) None 4( ) Three
2( )One 5( )Four
3( )To 6( ) Five or more

48. During your high school years, would you say you were an:

23- 1( ) A student, 4( ) D student, or
2( ) B student, 5( ) F student?
3( ) C student, 9( ) Don't know

49. Some people view the different components of the military as very similar and some
people view them as very different. Do you feel the (READ ITMI) are very similar to
one another, somewhat similar to one another, somehat different from one another, S
or very different from one another? (DO NOT READ "DON'T KNOW')

SIMILAR DIFFERENT Don't
Very Soekhat Sa-oehat Very Know

a. National Guard and the Active Military 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-99
b. Active Military and the Reserves 1( 2( 3( 4( 9(
c. National Guard and the Reserves l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
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Boa. B many brothers and sisters do you have?

n1( ) e 5( )Fiver2( Twvo 6( )Six or mcre0
3( Three O( ) None (#51a NEXT) -0
4( )Four

,Cb. &" mnIy are older thaii you?

33-. () n 5( )Five2( ).. Two 6( )Six or more

3( )Three O( ) None
4( ) Four 9( ) Not applicable

SOc. Have any of your brothers or sisters served in tne military?

34- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

Sla. I'd like you to think of your two best male friends and your tw best female
friends. (PAUSE) Have any of them joined the military or talked recently about
going into the active military or the National Guard or Reserves?

35- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No (#52a NEXT)

Sb. IF YES:
How many of those friends joined?

36- 1( 0 ~v None

- 2( )Two3( ) Tree 9( )Not applicable 0

52a. Now I'd like you to think about what those people who are closest to you might think
if you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves. Scme people think about
their father, their mother, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best friends, or
about employers or coworkers. When you think about those who matter most to you,
do you think most would be very pleased, somewhat pleased, neither pleased nor
displeased, sornemat displeased, or very displeased if you were to enlist in the
National Guard or the Reserves?

1( ) Very pleased 4( ) Sonewhat displeased
37- 2(, ) Somewhat pleased 5( ) Very displeased

3( ) Neither pleased nor 9( ) Don't know
displeased

52b. Who were you mostly thinking of when you answered just now? Cf= ALL MENTIC)D

38-1( ) Mother 46-7( ) Coworkers
-2( ) Father 47-8( ) Diployer

40-3( ) Brother(s) L9( ) Teacher(s), coach(es) S
41-4( ) Sister(s) 1( ) Counselor(s)
12-5( )Spouse 2( ) Best friend
4 - 6( ) Child(ren) 3( ) Fiance(e) or steady
44- ( ) Other
45-- %

53. And just to be sure we are representing all groups in this survey, please tell me
whether you would describe yourself as:

1( ) Hispanic -( ) Other___
52- 2( ) American Indian or Alaska Native WRrTE IN

3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin 0
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander
5( ) White, not of Hispanic origin
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54a. And last, uhat is your social security number? (IF CAN'T RDI1B, ASK IF-UP2KT 0
'0 OBTAIN WW.)

53- 1( )--

2( )Can't remember and can't find readily OD) TO T&%UMU' NAME, ETC.
3() No social security number

4( ) Refusal 3- #54b NXT
5( ) Asks reasons

54b. We need this inforation-for use in a study relating later enlistments in the
tQ National Guard and Reserves to some of the ideas we've been discussing in this

interview. (IF CAN'T MIDSM, ASK RE3PONDOT TO OBTAIN MW.) 0

* 54- J( ) - _ .
2( ) Can't remember and can't find readily
3( ) No social security nuznber
4( ) Refusal
O( ) Not applicable

SS #:

Interviewer:

CITY STATE ZIP___________

IlTERVIE R DATE__________

II
4
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Asociates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 Market Street Job #8894
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

(NB #22 -R040Y7
IELEPI NE # ID #

r ENLIST=-lET STUDY - VETERANS SPTpLE SCRENER

Hello, I 'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research company in
Philadelphia. May I please speak with (NAME ON CALL RFX)RD)?

W IF TA'(Er PERSON ANSWERED PHONE, READ: 0

We are conducting a survey for the Federal Government and would like to have your opinion.

IF S0?D.NE OTHER THAN TARGET PERSON ANSWERED), WHEN TARGET PERSON IS CN PHONE READ:
Hello, I'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research company in
Philadelphia. We are conducting a survey for the Federal Government and would like to
have your opinion. S

la. Have you ever been in the military service?

L l( ) Yes 2( ) No (END INTERVIEW- ODE 8)

b. IF YES:
Are you currently serving in the military?

1( ) Yes (END INTERVIEV-- (ODE 9) 2( ) No
C. IF NO:

Are you currently a member of the active reserves in paid drill status; that is,

going to night or weekend unit training assemblies and/or summer training camp?

1( ) Yes (END INTERVIEV-- CODE 10) 2( ) No

-OVER-

S
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Id. IF ND IN #lc:
For how many months and years were you in the military service?

2- l( ) Less than 2 years (END INTERVIEW-COODE 11) 4( ) 4 years- 4 yrs., 11 mos.
2( ) 2 years- 2 yrs., 11 mos. 5( ) 5 years- 5 yrs., 11 mos.
3( )3 years- 3 yrs., l1 mos. 6( )6 years or more (END INTERVIEW--

CODE 11)

r e. In what month and year did you enter the military service? CHECK MDNTH AND YEAR

( ) Before Noverber 1973 (END INTERVIEW-ClDE 11)
( ) November 1977 or later (END INTERVIEW-CODE 11) ED)#: 1-

Mo,,,VTr YEAR

13- 01( ) January 07( ) July 15- 3( ) 73 3-_

14- 02() February 08( ) August 4( ) 74 4-_
03( ) March 09( ) September 5( ) 75 SAMP. 5-
04( ) April lO( ) October 6( ) 76
05( ) May ll( ) Novehber 7( ) 77
06( ) June 12( ) December

f. In what month and year were you released from the military service? CHECK MONTH AND YEAR

( ) Before November 1975 (END INTERVIEW--(ODE 11)

MONVT H YEAR 7--

16- 01( ) January 07( ) July 18- 4( ) 74
17- 02( ) February 08( ) August 5( ) 75 9_

03( ) March 09( ) Septer~ter 6( ) 76 10-
04( ) April 10( ) October 7( ) 77 II-
05( ) May ll( ) November 8( ) 78
06( ) June 12( ) December 9( ) 79

g. In what branch of the military did you serve?

19- 1( ) Air Force 4( ) Marines
2( ) Amy 5( ) Navy
3( ) Coast Guard

h. How old are you?

20- 01( ) 20 or under 06( ) 25 ll( ) 30 16( ) 35
21- 02( ) 21 Y7( ) 26 12( ) 31 17( ) 36

03( ) 22 08( ) 27 13( ) 32 18( ) 37
04( ) 23 09( ) 28 14( ) 33 19( ) 38
05( )24 10( )29 15( )34 20( )39

21( ) 40
22( ) 41 or over

i. What is the last year of school or college you completed?

22- 1( ) Less than high school graduate 5( ) Two years of college
2( ) High school graduate 6( ) Three years of college
3( ) Vocational school/training after high school 7( ) Four years of college
4( ) One year of college 8( ) Post graduate work

J. CHECK SEX: 24-

23- 1( ) Male 2( ) Female 25--

RESPONDENT PHONE
AIURESS
CITY STATE ZIP
INTERVIEWER DATE

SAMPLE S__?_NT



* Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 Market Street Job # 8894
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 B #2.-Er)407

r Your household has been chosen by chance. Any information you give us is held completely
confidential by our firm. Partipipation in the survey is voluntary and there will be no
consequences for failure to respond to any particular questions.

2. Are you currently attending any type of school or college?

25-- 1( )Yes (4N-X) 2( ) No

3. IF ND:
Are you planning to attend any type of school or college in the next year or so?

27- i( ) Yes 2( ) No (#7a N0XT) O( ) Not applicable

.4. IF NIS IN #2 OR #3:
What type of school are you attending!planning to attend?

23- 1( ) High school
2( ) Vocational training school after high school (#6a l T)
3( ) TWo-year college (#6a NEXT)
4( ) Four-year college (#3a T)
5( ) Graduate or professional school (*-b N'T) S

9( ) Don't know (07a NDJ)
O( ) Not applicable

Sa. IF HIGH SCHOOL:
Do you plan to go on to vocational training or college after high school?

29- 1( ) Yes (07a N T) 9( ) Don't know (#7a NT)
2( ) No O( ) Not applicable

5b. IF NU:
Did you have. technical training in high school - in shop courses, that is?

1( ) Yes 1 07a 9( ) Don't know i#7a Na-T

2( ) No O( ) Not applicable

Ga. IF CDLL OR VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN #4:
How many courses are you taking/planning to take per semester?

31- 1( ) One 5( ) Five
2( )Tw 6( )Six or more
3( )Three 9( ) Don't know
4( ) Four O( ) Not applicable

6b. %at is/ws,'will be your major?

1( ) English; literature
2( ) Foreign language or literature
3(" ) Psychology; sociology; anthropology
4( ) Economics; political science
5( ) Biology
6( ) Mathematics; computer science; information science
7( ) Physics; cher-dstr"

( ) Engineering: SPECIFY TIE
( ) Double major or other: SPECIFY

U( ) None; undecided; not sure
1( ) Not applicable
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6. Are you/'ill you be using/did you use any kind of financial assistance?

l( )Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

7a. Are you currently employed outside your home?

1( ) Yes 2( )No (#Ii NEXT)

7b. IF YES:
About how .big is the company you work for? Would you say that the total nutr
of people vho uy-rk for .it is:

1( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( )2 - 0, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( ) 11- 100, 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 101 - 1,000 0( ) Not applicable

7c. Now, think about just the office or store or factory in which you yourself a
located. Are the number of people working there for your ccmpany:

1( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( ) 2 - 10, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( ) 11 1 00, 9 ( ) Don'It know•

4( ) 101 - 1,000, 0( ) Not applicable

Sa. How many hours a week do you regularly work?
IF 49 OR MDRE, Q. 9 Na-T

8b. IF 48 OR FF.th IiTS:
Have you been looking for a second job or another way to increase your inco

l( ) Yes 0( ) Not applicable
2( )No

9. How satisfied are you with your present job? Are you:p I
l( ) Very satisfied, 3( ) Scmehat dissatisfied, c
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, 4( ) Very dissatisfied?

0( ) Not applicable

10. Hcv long hat you been employed there?

l( ) Less than 6 rmnths 3( ) 1 - 5 years 0
2( ) 6 rnnths - 11 months 4( ) More than 5 years

0( ) Not applicable

SKIP TO Q. 12 .

11. IF WCT. CUt RDTLY DE-LD0YD I% Q. 7a:
Are you looking for work?

1( )Yes 2( )No
0( ) Not applicable

a 12. Ho" difficult do you think it is for some-ne in your type of work to find a
where you live? Is it:

1( ) Very difficult, 3( ) Somehat easy, or
2( ) Somewhat difficult, 4( ) Very easy?

9( ) Don't know

L
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13. Now I'm going to read you a list of several things which young people your age might
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me ho, likely it is
that you will be doing that. For instance, how likely is it that you would be
(READ STAT=r)? Would you say definitely, probably, probably not, or definitely
not? 0

Probably Definitely Not
Definitely Probably Not Not Sure

a. Working in a factory 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-45
- b. Working at a desk in a business

office .() 2() 3() 4() 9()46
c. Working as a salesperson 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-147

FOR STATE - rs d T ROUGH i, START WITH
STARRED 1TEDI FIRST; ROTATE THRU E LAINDER.

d.: Serving in the Army National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-443
e. Serving in the Air National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) 4
f. Serving in the Army Reserve l( ) 2() 3( ) 4() 9(
g. Serving in the Air Force Reserve l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
h. Serving in the Marine Corps Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
i. Serving in the Navy Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( !

STATE=T j IS ALAYS ASKED LAST.
j. Serving in the active military l() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-54

14. Have you ever:

a. Attended an open house for a National
Guard/Reserve unit in your area? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No- 5 5

b. Gone to a recruiting center to talk
about joining the National Guard/Reserves? l( ) Yes 2( ) No-56

15a. A number of ads for the military concentrate on the jobs and the training available. 0
When you think of the National Guard or the Reserves, how true do you think the ads
really are? Would you say the National Guard/Reserves offer:

57- 1( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) Some variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all?
9( ) Don't know

15b. How about for a person like yourself - do you think that, considering your skills
and your interests, you uould find in the National Guard/Reserve:

53- l( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs, .

2( ) Some variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all?
q( Don't know"

It
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16a. Did you ever actually apply to join the National Guard or Reserves?

59- 1( )Yes 2( )No

r 16b. The current length of time for enlistment in the Guard/Reserve is six years.
How likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you had to sign up for 0
2 years - would you:

60- 1( ) Definitely enlist, 3( ) Probably not enlist, or
2( ) Probably enlist, 4( ) Definitely not enlist?

9( ) Don't know

17a. I'd like to change the topic now. I notice that you were in the (NAME SERVICE
FROM SCREEN7R). Overall, how satisfied were you with the time you spent in the
(NA E SERVICE) - were you:

61- ( ) Very satisfied, 4( ) Somre%-at dissatisfied, or
2( ) Some at satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied with the
3( ) Neither satisfied nor service?

dissatisfied, 9( ) Don't know

17b. Did you get the MOS or specialty or AFSC you wanted when you joined the service?

5?- 1( )Yes 2( )No

17c. How satisfied were you with your MOS or specialty or AFSC - were you:

63- 1( ) Very satisfied, 4( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somemaht satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied with the
3( ) Neither satisfied nor service?

dissatisfied, 9( ) Don't know

18a. What was your grade when you left the service?
64- 1( E -1 (21 NEXT)' 6( E -6

2( )E-2 7( )E-7
3( )E-3 8( )E-8

P 4( )E-4 9( )E-9
5( )E-5 0( Don't know/refused (#21 NEXT)

18b. IF E-2 OR HIGHER IN #18a:
Tioxv long before you left the service was your last promotion?

65- 1( )Last week or two
2( ) Last three months, but not last week or two 0
3( ) Four to six months

4( ) Seven to nine months
5( ) Ten to 12 months 9. #20NEXT
6( )A year to a year and a half
7( ) Mbre than a year and a half

9( ) Don't know (#21 NEXT)
O( ) Not applicable

0
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19. IF SIX MON'hS OR LESS IN #18b:
Had you received the promtion earlier, would you have been more likely to stay
in the service?

I( )Yes #21 N= 9( ) Don't know (#21 NEXT)
2( ) No O ) Not applicable 0

20. IF SEVEN MONMHS OR MORE IN #18b:
Had you received a promqtion mre recently, would you have been more likely to
stay in the service?

P 67- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know 0
2(..) No O( ) Not applicable

21. In y6ur opinion, how were women treated in the service? Would you say they were
treated:

63- 1( ) Better than men, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) About the same as men, or 0
3( ) Worse than men?

22a. Do you rwenmber discussing the Guard/Reserve with a career counselor before you
left the service?

69- 1( ) Yes 2( )No
9( )Not sure I#23a NEXT

22b. IF YES:
About bow long before you left the service was your first contact with him/her?
7-3- 1( )Las week or twon

2( ) Last three months, but not last week or two 0
3( ) Four to six months
4( ) Seven to nine months
5( ) Ten to 12 mnths
6( )A year to a yar and a half
7( )More than a year and a half
9( ) Don't know 0
O( ) Not applicable

22c. Do you feel that your discussions with career counselors were helpful to you?

71- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No 0( ) Not applicable

- - 0
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23a. Do you feel your experience in the service has helped you in civilian life?

7)- ( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No

r 23b. Tbw useful has your experience in the service been since your return to civilian S

life? Would you say it has been:

73- 1( ) Very useful, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somewhat useful,
3( ) Slightly useful, or

* 4(.. ) Not at all useful?

23c. Have you done any of the following things since you left the service? FEAD LIST

a. Gone back to school 1( )Yes 2( )No -7

b. Gotten married 1( )Yes 2( )No
c. Bought a home I( )Yes 2( )No-•
d. Had a child 1( )Yes 2( )No
e. Taken out a bank loan, other than

a home mortgage loan 1( )Yes 2( )No -7 QL
f. Gotten divorced or separated 1( ) Yes 2( ) No ;0 jji)

23d. On the whole, how satisfied have you been with civilian life since you left the 0
service? Would you say you are:

5- 1( ) Very satisfied, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somewhat satisfied,
3( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied,
4( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
5( ) Very dissatisfied?

24a. Do you remember receiving any recruiting literature from the service since you left?

1( ) Yes 2( )No # N=
9( ) Don't know J

24b. IF YES:
How recently was that? Was it in the:

7- 1( ) Last three months, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Four to six months ago, 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Seven to nine months ago,
4( ) 10 to 12 months ago, or
5( ) More than a year ago?

24c. Was that from the:
8- ( ) Active forces, 9( ) Don't know

2( ) The Guard/Reserve, or 0( ) Not applicable

3( ) Both?

24d. Did you read it?

9- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't recall
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

S

i
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25. 1k- likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive
(NAME IMT) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or definitely not enlist?i MIST NOT LIST-

Definitely Probably Probably Definitely EK

a. A $1,000 bonus l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-1O
b. A $1,500 bonus 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

c. A $2,OO bonus 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

26a. Do you think it would help you in a civilian job if you were to be a member of

the National Guard or the Reserves?

13 l( )Yes 2( ) No 9( ) Don't know

26b. Do you think an employer would hold a job for someone who was away in active duty
training ith the National Guard or the Reserves for 3 to 6 months?
14- 1 ( ) Yes 2( ) No 9 ( ) Don It know

26c. If an employer did hold a position open, would the employee lose all of his or
her seniority from a corpany during the training period for the National Guard
or the Reserves?

5- 1 l( ) Yes 2( ) No 9( ) Don't know

IF RESPO.NI' IS NOT 2BIYED (Q. 7a, PAGE 2), SKIP T Q. 28.

27a. IF RESPF.NDNr IS- LDL7ED:
Does your ccrpany have a specific policy about National Guard or Reserves S
participation?

1S- l( )Yes 9 ( ) Don't know
2( )No u ( ) Not applicable

27b. With regard to Guard/Reserve participation, would you say the company is: 0
17- 1( )Positive, 9 ()Don't know

2( ) Neutral, or 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Negative?

27c. Have you ever talked with any supervisor about company policy on this, or has any
supervisor ever talked ith you? 0

31- ( ) Yes 91 ) Don't know (#28 NEXT)
2( ) No ($28 N X-) O( ) Not applicable

27d. IF YES:
Would you say your supervisor was:

19- 1( ) Positive, 9( ) Don't kncw
2( ) Neutral, or 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Negative?
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28. Ncw I'm going to read you a list of statements. As I read each one, please tell
me if you strongly agree with the statement, sonewhat agree, neither agree nor
disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. READ LIST.

AGREE DISAGREE
Strongly Soemihat Neither Scmewhat Strongy

a. It's important for our ountry to
be able to use military force in
its relations with other countries. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-2

b. I like to become involved in projects ; -
in my community. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-21

c. People look up to a person in the
uniform of the National Guard or
Reserves. U( 2( ) 3( ) 4( X ()-L9

d, It's more fun to play team sports
than individual sports. () 2() 3() 4() 5( )-2

e. Our country is too militaristic. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5()-4
1. A nation should always be ready to

fight. U( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-25

g. I like to belong to organizations
or groups which help me find more
interesting things to do than 0
being on my o . ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-26

b. I've always liked the idea of
wearing a uniform. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-2_7

i. The National Guard is a place to
meet good friends and make lasting
friendships. () 2() 3() 4() 5( )-23

J. It is unnecessary for us to spend
billions and billions of dollars each
year for military preparations. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ).9

k. The National Guard and the Reserves
are highly respected in my comnumity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-3Q

1. The military life is a pretty lonely
one. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( )-31

m. The National Guard or Reserves offers
an opportunity to become involved
in projects in my conmnity. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-32

n. I wuld be proud to be a member of
the National Guard or Reserves. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-33 0

o. In my spare time I prefer doing
things with others rather than
being by myself. i ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )L3i

0
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29. Now I'd like you to think about a normal week in your life. About how often
do you get a chance to just relax for three or four hours in a row - to do
what you want without having to catch up on chores from your job or your home?
A chance to do what you %ant for a few hours at a stretch - without having

r to take care of things or see people you don't want to? Would you say this
happens: 0

35- 1( ) Every week, 4( ) Hardly ever, or
2( ) Almost every week, 5( ) Never?
3( ) Once or twice a month, 9( ) Don't know

* 31. 'hen you do have a chance to do what you want, what sorts of activities do you
like? As I read each of these activities, tell me if it is something you like
verT much, something you like a little bit, something you don't particularly
care about one way or the other, or something you dislike altogether. READ LIST

LIKE Don' t DK/
Very Part icul arly Never
Much A Little Care About Dislike Tried

a. Snow skiing 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
b. Volleyball 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
c. Meal preparation 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )- 3
d. Reading a novel 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
e. Fishing 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9() 0
f. Gardening 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-
g. Watching a football game 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )L
h. Reading about medicine l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-4
1. Dining out 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-

* j. Participating in religious
activities 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-45 0

k. Doing crossword puzzles 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-L4
1. Studying the stock market l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-4
m. Reading about foreign countries 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(I-
n. Hunting l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
o. Going to a movie 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
p. Visiting friends 1() 2() 3() 4() 9()
q. Fixing up a car or motorcycle 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
r. Working with a youth group 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
s. Playing cards with friends l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
t. Going to a disco l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
u. Working for a political or

social cause 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(_
v. Camping out 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
w. Shooting the breeze with friends 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )...

0

I
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31. Now I sant you to think of the various things you might try or look into during
the next six months. As I read each of the following, please tell me whether
it is somthing you feel you are very likely to do in the next six nonths, somehat
likely to do, might or might not do, are sanewhat unlikely to do, or are very

S unlikely to do. READ LIST
LIKELY UNLIKELY Don't 9

Very Someuhat Neither Sonewhat Very 'Know

a. Send for literature about the
military forces. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-59

b. 'tlk to a recruiter for one of
the military'services. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-63

c. look for a job, or look to change 0
jobs. - 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-61

d. Take a physical or written test
for military service. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-62

e. Look for a %ay to change the
routine in your life. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-.3

1. Look for a way to make some extra
money in your spare time. 1() 2( ) 3() 4() 5() 9( )-64

32. People give various reasons for wanting to do different things with their spare
time. As I read each of the following, please tell me how important or uninortant
the reason would be to you personally for deciding to do a particular thing - 0
would it be very inportant, somewhat important, neither irportant nor unimportant,
w tieat unimnport ant, or very uninportant to you personally. RE'AD LIST

IMPRTMN'r UN IPORTI'T Don' t
Ve Soaewhat Neither Someuhat Very Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )65
b. The opportunity to serve mrycormunity. , 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5()9( ,

c. Gaining recognition and status. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( -
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9()-(!

4 3 e. Learning leadership skills. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-
f. Meeting new kinds of people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-Y0 0

33. Now as I read you this list of statements again, please tell me if you think you
vould be more likely to accanplish each if you enlisted in the National Guard or
Reserves, or more likely to accomplish it by some other part-time job or activity.
Would the National Guard or the Reserves - or another job or activity be much More
likely, or so"eiat more likely to offer: READ LIST Other Part-Time

Guard/Reserves Job/Activity Don't
Much Sonewhat Neither Somewhat Much Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-71
b. The opportunity to serve my

conmunity. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )7

c. Gaining recognition and status. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-7L
e. Learning leadership skills. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
f. Meeting new kinds of people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(

77S7j! ~i)
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4. If you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves, would the following things be
likely or unlikely to occur? As I read each statement, please tell me whether it
would be likely to occur or unlikely to occur? READ LIST.

r TO ocxU DK/
Likely Unlikely Not Sure

Not being able to earn extra money. I( ) 2( ) 9( ) -5
losing a chance to progress toward a
solid job and job security. ( ) 2( ) 9( ) -6

Engaging in exciting and adventurous
activities. 1 2( 9( -7

I. Taking too much time away from your
family during drills. () 2() 9(

.. Being with "losers." 1() 2() 9(
Taking too much time away from your
personal and social activities. i ) 2( ) 9( )-13

9:. Having military supervisors who would
hassle or harrass you. ( ) 2( )9( _

.i. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1( ) 2( ) )-12
i. Having problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve obligations. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-
j. Learning self-discipline. I) 2() 9(
k. Getting a chance to travel. U( ) 2( ) 9( )
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )
m . Losing a chance for educational progress. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )
a. Not having much spare time. V( ) 2( ) 9(
o. Obtaining useful training. 1() 2( ) 9(

135. N"ow as I read each of these statements again, please tell me whether it is something
you'd like very much, something you'd like somewhat, something you'd dislike scmewhat, 0
something you'd dislike very much, or something you'd neither like nor dislike. READ LIST.

LIKE DISLIKE
Very Somewhat Neither Somewhat Very DK

a. Not being able to earn extra monev. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-29
b. Losing a chance to progress toward a

solid job and job security. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-21
z. Engaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )

4. Taking too much time away from your
family during drills. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-

e. Being with "losers." 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
1. Taking too much time away from your

personal and social activities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-25
g. Having military supervisors who would

hassle or harrass you. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9()
h. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )
i. Having problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve
obligations. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) (

J. Learning self-discipline. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-
k. Getting a chance to travel. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )
m. Losing a chance for educational

progress. I() 2() 3() 4() 5( )9(
M. Not having much spare time. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9(
0. Obtaining useful training. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
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36a. A nu'>er of people have been discussing a law requiring all men to register for
the draft, when they are 18 years old. How would you personally feel about such
a requirement, if it meant only that the young men would have to register, but

-- there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency? Would you be:

35- 2( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Scmewat opposed, or 0
2( ) Someixat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

36b. Hbw would you feel if the requirement applied not only to men at age 18, but also
* to wcmen? -If the requirement were that .al1 young people are required to register

but there whidld be no drift unless there were a national emergency, would you be: 0

3 . "( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Somewhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

36c. Ho' about draft registration, together with a requirement that all young people
would have to participate in some sort of national service? If som people could
choose to join some community service organization, such as Vista or the

Peace Corps, and those who wanted could choose the military forces, how would you
react to the requirement? Would you be:

1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
37- 2( ) S.nevhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?

3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

37. Would you say that military danger from other countries to the United States
right now is:

33- 1( )Verv high,. 3( ) Sonewhat low, or
2( ) Saneat high, 4( ) Very lcm,?

9( ) Don't know

"0
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38. Now I'm going to read you one last list of statements. As I read each one, please
tell me if you strongly agree with the statement, sonwhat agree, neither agree

r nor disagree, somexhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statemnt. READ LIST

AGREE DI SACEE
Strongly Somewhat Neither Somewhat Strongly

a. You can't trust the government, because
their policies are always changing. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-39

b. There are too many choices a young
person hs to make in today's wrld. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-40

c. Politicians and bureaucrats don't care
about the people they' re supposed
to serve. i() 2() 3() 4() 5( )41

d. Military officers don't care about the
people who have to serve under then. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-42

e. My family sometimes doesn't understand
my style of life. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-L43

f. You can't trust the military because
their policies are always changing. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-L

g. There are very few jobs really worth
doing. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-45

h. I feel ready to settle don. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-46
i. Women do not have the physical strength

and endurance to be military personnel. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-47
J1. The military life is a good influence

on most young people. l() 2() 3() 4() 5()-L3
k. Women think less clearly than men,

and are more emotional. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-49
I. Women in the National Guard or the 0

Reserves can fill a vital function
as members of cobat-ready units. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-50

M. Wcmen have a tougher time adjusting
to military life than do men. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-51

n. Women in the military are less
feminine than other women. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-52

0. Employers value people who have had
military training. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-57

P. It's really important for women to have
the sae opportunities as men. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-54

IF RESPOL-ET IS MALE, SKIP TO #40.

39a. IF REsN)KNTr IS FltAiE:
How do you feel about Women' s Lib? Are you:

l5- 1( ) Strongly in favor of it, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somewhat in favor, O( ) Not applicable
3( ) Somewhat opposed, or
4( ) Strongly opposed to it?

3%. When you were in the military, did you personally want a job that has usually been
a man's?

56- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't know (#40 NEXT)
2( ) No (#40 NEXT) 0( ) Not applicable

39C. IF YES:
Did you get it?

57- 1( )Yes O( ) Not applicable 5
2( )No -
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40. How likely would you be to enlist in the Gua-rd/Reserve if you were to receive
(NA-E ITLI) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or definitely not enlist?

MIST NT ENLIST Don't
Definitely Probably Probably Definitely Know 0

a. Tuition assistance of $500 per year,
for up to 4 years. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-53

b. Tuition assistance of $750 per year,
for up to 4 years. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-59

c. Tuition assistance of $1,000 per
year, for Up to 4 years. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )69

41a. And ncw a few questions for classification purposes. Are you living with your
parents?

61- l( )Yes 2( )No

41b. Are you:

( ) Married, 3( ) Widowed, divorced, or (#41d NM)
2( ) Single, (#41d N -7) 4( ) Separated? (#42 N="(T)

41c. IF MARRIED: 0
Is your spouse working?

65- 1( ) Yes (#42 ') 2( ) No (42 NEa) 0( ) Not applicable

41d. IF SINGLE, WIDOWED, OR DIVORCED IN *41b:
Are you planning to get married in the next 12 months?

6 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No 0( ) Not applicable

42. Do you own your own home?

65- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No

43. What was the last grade of school or college your father completed? 0

56_ l( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Some college
5( ) College graduate or more 0

9( ) Don't know

44a. Daring most of your first ten years of life, did you live:

67- l( ) On a farm, (#45a NEXT) 9( ) No one place (#45a N=T)
2( ) In a town,
3( ) In a suburb, or
4( ) In a city?

44b. Approximately what wAs its population?

(6- V ) Under 1,000 6( ) 500,000 to 999,999

2( ) 1,000 to 9,999 7( ) 1 million or over S

3( ) 10,000 to 49,999 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 50,000 to 99,999 O( ) Not applicable
5( ) 100,000 to 499,999
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45a. Was your fatter a career military man?

69- Y( )Yes 2( )No #45cNIM9( )Don't know-

45b. 7F YES:
1H- do you think he %ould rate his military career - would you say he was;
7n_ l( ) Very satisfied, 4( ) Somewiat dissatisfied, or

2( ) Sor-Ahat satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied?
3( ) Neither satisfied nor 9( ) Don't know

dissatisfied, O( ) Not applicable

45d. Have any other close relatives been career military personnel?
71- l( ) Yes 2( )No -

71- 9( )Don't know #4

45d. IF YM: 72-79 'o); 80 (3); 1-4 ((tP)
W4ho vas that" HP IX ALL MKEIOCN7D •

1( )Mother -5( )Spouse
)Uncle or aunt 6( ) Cousin

- ) Brother or sister 7( ) Stepfather or stepmother
3-4( ) Grandparent 8( ) Father-in-law/nother-in-law) Other__________________________

OterWITF- IN •

15- O( ) Not applicable

40. W.hat mas the last grade of school or college your mother completed?

16- 1( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate 0
3( ) Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Some college
5( ) College graduate or more
9( ) Don't know

4 I) 47. Excluding yourself, how many dependents do you have?

17- 1( )None 4( )Three
2( )One 5( ) Four
3( )Tv 6( ) Five or more

48. During your high school years, would you say you mere an:
13- 1( ) A student, 4( )D student, or

2( ) B student, 5( ) F student?
3( ) C student, 9( ) Don't know

49. Some people view the different coapnents of the military as very similar and scm
people view them as very different. Do you feel the (READ ITMI) are very similar to
one another, somehat similar to one another, somewhat different from one another,
or very different from one another? (DO NOT READ "DON'T K1C"')

SIMILAR DI FIER-' Don't
Very Soaenhat Somewhat Very Know

a. National Guard and the Active Military 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( 9
b. Active Military and the Reserves 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
c. National Guard and the Reserves 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-21
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50a. Eo, many brothers and sisters do you have?

22- 1( )one 5( )Five
2( )Two 6( )Sixormore
3( )Three O( ) None (#51a NEXT)
4( Four

50b. How many are older than you?

23- 1( ) One 5( ) Five
2( ).Two 6( )Six or more

P 3( )'Three 0( )None
4( ) Four 9( ) Not applicable 0

50c. have any of your brothers or sisters served in the military?

24- i( ) Yes 9( ) Don't knox
2( ) No 0( ) Not applicable

Bla. I 'd like you to think of your two best male friends and your two best female
friends. (PAUSE) Have any of them joined the military or talked recently about
going into the active military or the National Guard or Reserves?

25- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No (#52a NET)

51b. IF YES: 0

How many of those friends joined?

96- 1( )One 4( ) Four
2( )7Two O( ) None
3( )7'free- 9( ) Not applicable

52a. Now" I'd like you to think about what those people who are closest to you might think
if you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves. Scme people think about
their father, their mother, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best friends, or
about employers or cowrkers. When you think about those who matter most to you,
do you think most would be very pleased, scnewhat pleased, neither pleased nor
displeased, some fat displeased, or very displeased if you were to enlist in the S
National Guard or the Reserves?

27- l( ) Very pleased 4( ) Somehat displeased
2( ) Somehat pleased 5( ) Very displeased
3( ) Neither pleased nor 9( ) Don't know

displeased

52b. Tho were you mostly thinking of when you answered just now? CHCK ALL MENTIONED

29 1( ) Mother 7( ) Coworkers
2( ) Father 8( ) Dmployer

3( ) Brother(s) 9( ) Teacher(s), coach(es)
-'4( ) Sister(s) 1 ( ) Counselor(s)

39- ) Spouse 43.-2( ) Best friend
6() Child(ren) 4 1- 3( ) Fiance(e) or steady
_4( ) Other

R RI TE IN

53. And just to be sure we are representing all groups in this survey, please tell me
whether you would describe yourself as:

2- l( ) Hispanic ( ) Other___
2( ) American Indian or Alaska Native R'ITE IN
3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander
5( ) White, not of Hispanic origin •
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54a. And, next to last, what is your social security number? (IF CAN'T RMOER, ASK

r RESPC 'ND' T OBTAIN NOW.)

2( ) Can't remember and can't find readily #55a NEXT
3( ) No social security number

4( ) Refusal 3 54 MM
5( ) Asks reasons

54b. We need this information for use in a study relating later enlistments in the
National Guard and Reserves to some of the ideas we've been discussing in this
interview. (IF CAN'T REM ER, ASK RESP0>MENI TO OBTAIN NW.)

2( ) Can't remember and can't find readily
3( ) No social security number
4( ) Refusal
O( ) Not applicable

55a. Have you tried to find out if there is a Guard/Reserve unit close enough for you
to join?

45-( ) Yes 2( ) No (GO TO RESPONDENT NAME, ETC.)

55b. IF YES:

Is there one close enough for you to join?

146- l( ) Yes 2( ) No O 0 RESPONDEIT
0( ) Not applicableJ NAME, ETC.

55c. IF YES:
Does it have an opening for sbneone with your skills or training?

47- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

SS #: ' ITERVIEWER:
5L-z

60-79 (o)
39 (4)

RSOMLr PHONE__ _____

ADDlRESS

CIY STATE ZIP

IrERV EIR DATE

SAMPLE SBM ' _______________
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DATA TAPE CUMENTATION

Eo

The 9 Track (1600 BPI) magnetic data tape is described as follows:

External Label = X22156

Internal Label = MASTER

Code = EBCDIC

The data tape contains three data sets corresponding to the three samples in

the Tracking Study. The Data Control Block specifications for each of the three

data sets are as follows:

Record Format = VBS

Logical Record Length = 20008

Block Size = 6400

Each data set is an SPSS system file. The file specifications are as

follows: -

Non-Prior Service Males

P Data Set Name = NPSNMALE2

Number of Variables =266

Number of Subfiles = 0

Non-Prior Service Females

Data Set Nam NPSWN2

Number of Variables = 266

Number of Subfiles 0

S

-" S

"1
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Prior Service Individuals

Data Set Name = VETS2

Number of Variables = 262

Number of Subfiles = 7

Description of Subfiles for Prior Service File:

Subfile Name Number of Cases Description of Membership

ARM 446 Army males 0

AF.A 452 Air Force malesI

NYM 442 Navy males

M.i 204 Marine Cbrps males

ARF 146 Arry f eales S

AFF 144 Air Force females

NYF 107 Navy females

The data for each file was initially taken from five cards. Upon the S

creation of an SPSS system file, column structure is converted to the relative

position of each variable within the file.

All variables are in F-forat with no decimals. With two exceptions, the

print format is equal to zero. The print format for variables SUBFILE and CASWGT

are "A" and "4", respectively.

The values "0" and "9" have been declared as missing values for all non-

system file variables on all files with the following exceptions:

9-

S'

, •

z -- -"



Variable-

All Three Files NPS Files Only PS File Only MiLssing Value

ID, ARMYAD to NAAD2, ENTRYMO, NO)NE

SAmpLE, JOBORTRN, ENTRYYR,
AGE, PRIDE, RLSMO, 7
EDUCATN, TRAVEL, RLSYR,
SEX, MONEY, BRANCHSR,

-NOWINSCH, EDUCBEN, BRANCH,
*APPLY, OTHRESON, EMPLOYED,

LIVWPAR, DKRESON, OWNHOME,
MARSTAT, NARESON, FINDUNIT 7
MOMILI to FRN~tIL, NUMSIBS
MOMISIG to FIANCSIG,
INTJWRNO,
ZIP,
AREAmODE,
MONTH,
DAY

NOLDER, JOBSFORU, NUMSIBS, 9
NFRNEXS YRSINAC, OPENING

YRS INGR,

NUMUDEPS A
MOTHER,8,
FATHER,
SPOUSE,
QTHFRND,
SIBLINGS,
EMPLOYER

GRADESW 0,9 1.
TINSERV 11

GDINSERV0

GRDE 6,



-iv-

The variables NOINBLX, BLK, STATE, CARD1, CASE2, CARD2, CASE3, CARD3, CASE4,

CMU)4, CASE5, and CARD5 were used for quality control purposes and no longer

I represent useful information.

The associated question number on the questionnaire, relative position on the -

file or subfile, name, description, and response choice codes1 ) for each variable

are listed in the following pages. This information is first listed for the

Non-Prior Service files and then it is listed for the Prior Service file.

0&-0

I.. S

U S-

1) In most cases, the response choice codes given for each variable are the only

labels that were assigned to the variable on the data tape. However, in some
cases irrelevant labels have been attached to a variable or relevant labels
have not been attached to a variable; this is the result of "batch-labeling"
similar variables. In the former case, only the relevant labels have been
described in the response choice column of the variable documentation; in the
latter case, all relevant labels have been included in the response choice
column of the variable documentation even though some of these do not appear on
the tape.

I SI
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DOCUMENTATION FOR VARIABLES:

I NON-PRIOR SERVICE FILES S
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The "other" codes for college major in question 6b are as follows:

Code Major

10 Electronic Engineer -1
11 Mechanical Engineer
12 Electrical Engineer
13 Industrial Engineer
14 Chemical Engineer
15 Civil Engineer
16 Solar Engineer
17 Aerospace Engineer
18 Nutritional Science/Dietetics
19 Animal Science/Zoology/Veterinarian
20 Finance/Accounting/Taxation/Banking
21 Business/Business Management/Business Administration/Marketing/Real Estate
22 Art/Music/Photography
23 Environmental Science/Wildlife/Forrestry
24 Bicmetrics/Biostatics
25 Hbtel Administration
26 Education (Special/Elementary/Physical Education)
27 Law Enforcement/Criminal Justice
28 Architect
29 Communication/Journalism
30 Pre-Law/Law
31 Fbrticulture
32 Religion/Theology
33 Agriculture
34 Merchandising
35 Library Science
36 History
37 Philosophy
38 Home Economics 0
39 Public Relations/Public Administration
40 Pre-°ed
41 Nursing
42 Medical Assistant/Medical Technology
43 Occupational Therapy
44 Chiropractor Therapy 9
45 Denistry Therapy
46 Hygienist/Dental Assistant
47 Physical Therapy/Respiratory Therapy
48 Carpentry/Cabinet %,king
49 Bookkeeping
50 Interior Decorating
51 Machinist/Sheet Metal Worker
52 Auto Mechanic/Mechanic/Diesel Mechanic
53 Plumbing
54 Electronics
55 Secretary (Legal/Medical)/Shorthand/Typing
56 Cosmetology
57 Welding
58 Drafting
59 Computer Programmer/Data Processing

".. '- . - . . . ..- . .. - . . .... -... . .. ... . .- -. ... . .. .. ... .. . ,. ..
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Code Major

60 Cooking/Restaurant .0
61 Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning/ eating
62 Electrician

63 Para-Legal
65 Finance and Mathematics
66 Business and Arts
67 Finance 0
68 Political Science and Pre-Law
69 Mathematics and Economics
70 Psychology and Economics
71 Chemistry and Sociology
72 Law and Nursing
73 Biology and Chemistry
74 Theology and Education
75 Electrical Engineer and Designing

76 Law and Business
77 Finance and Economics
78 Electronics and Forrestry
79 Law Enforcement and Business
80 Religion and History
81 Business and Finance
82 Business and Agriculture
83 Sociology and Criminal Justice
84 Education and Psychology
85 Photography and Public Relations
86 Printing/Graphic Arts
87 Meat Cutter
88 Auto Painting/Body Repair
89 Solar Technology/Solar Energy
91 Tractor-Trailor Driving
92 Air Traffic Control
93 Geology/Mining
94 Fire Science/Fire Prevention
95 Office Machine Repair
96 Painting
97 Flight Technology/Pilot School
98 Other
99 Refused
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